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Abstract 
 

Introduction: The product relaunch, in terms of the recycling of an existing product life 

cycle, is a common marketing tool within the consumer goods industry. Cases like the re-

introduction of Mondelēz Oreo cookie and the promotion of the facelift of the Porsche 

Cayenne are examples how relaunch campaigns can successfully introduce existing 

products in a modified version and increase their sales and brand recall drastically. 

Advantages like lower flop risks, and lower research and development costs make this 

alternative quite attractive when it comes to the decision between the introduction of 

innovations and revitalization of existing products.  

Method: In order to identify promising advertisement strategies, four potential success 

factors has been stated, based on existing marketing communication models: media usage, 

message credibility, message appeal and scheduling pattern. Related to them, a survey was 

conducted which asked the respondents to choose the applied alternatives within the four 

decision areas and indicate to which extent the set success goals were achieved. The survey 

could give hints, which strategy alternatives are associated with the achievement of the 

campaigns goals by using the correlation analysis. Furthermore, the frequency distribution 

was used to identify handling patterns in practice. 

Results: The results of the survey, which was executed as self-completing questionnaire, 

revealed that two of the assumed success factors, namely media strategy and credibility 

source, indeed show a correlation to the perceived achievement of success goals. For the 

third aspect, the decision about the message appeal, a clear usage pattern could be 

identified in the non-durable goods industry. Finally, the two advertisement scheduling 

patterns showed no correlation to the perceived success and there was also no preferred 

alternative identifiable in the durable and non-durable goods industry.   

Implications: Based on the study results it is to summarize that the usage of TV and online 

advertisement, as well as POS material appears particularly appropriate for the durable 

goods industry, whereas the application of Magazine advertisement showed a positive 

relation to the perceived success of relaunch campaigns for non-durable goods. Regarding 

the creation of awareness and trustworthiness, the link to the brand and or manufacturer 

name seems more promising than the one to the previous product version, particularly for 

the durable goods industry. Finally, the application of an emotional argumentation was 

used by 80% of the non-durable goods firms, whereas the relaunch of durable goods was 

equally communicated with emotional and informational messages.   
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1. Introduction 
 

The first chapter provides a brought overview of the research area including the 

clarification of relevant terms. Based on the problem discussion and research gap 

identification, the research question(s) are introduced with the key concepts that will be 

used. 

 

1.1 Background 
In order to stay competitive, Ansoff (1957) already mentions that a firm has to develop its 

product offer continuously. This assumption has been further picked up and analyzed 

deeper during the last decades. For example, Gälweiler (1986) identifies high intensity of 

competition, fast technological progress and changing needs, and the increasing saturation 

of the markets as drivers for the permanent need for product managers to develop their 

offered performance. 

However, the high flop risk related to the introduction of product innovations is also an old 

and well know phenomenon. Kortmann (1995) displays that these flop rates vary between 

40% - 90%. The wide range is mainly caused by the different risks within different 

industries. For fast moving consumer good markets, the survey of Serviceplan and GfK 

conducted in 2006, identified a flop rate of about 70%.  They further state, that two of three 

introductions flop within the first year and only 17% are successful right from the start 

("Fast Moving Consumer Goods" of Serviceplan and GfK in 2006). The “GfK” is a 

German market research firm, located in Nürnberg, the abbreviation translated stands for 

company for consumptions,- market,- and sales research. It is the biggest of this type 

within Germany and placed on the fourth rank within the international list. 

 

Probably because of these high risks and the enormous costs and effort of product 

innovations, most introductions are variations and further developments of existing 

products (Schmalen and Xander, 2002). The examples below illustrate how powerful 

product relaunches can be and which actual circumstances support the realization of this 

marketing tool (Büschken and Thaden, 2002).  

 

 After the Kraft Foods Group had launched the American format of the Oreo cookie 

in China in 1996, the product never gained satisfying sales. Therefore, the product 

was relaunched between 2005 and 2006 with country specific changes like new 

flavors, less sweetness and a new pricing system. This action was highly rewarded 

since the remade Oreo wafer sticks became the bestselling biscuits in China.  

Relating to the reasons for product relaunches or modifications of Büschken and 

Thaden (2002), the distinct consumers demand was decisive in this case. 

(Köllmann, B. (31.03.2013), retrieved 12.05.2016) 

 

 

 Since technical changes are an inherent part of the daily business in the car 

industry, Porsche introduced a facelift (or product care) of the Porsche Cayenne in 

2007. According to their press office, the sales of the relaunched model increased 
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about 35% between February and May 2007 compared to the previous year. 

Generally, the phenomenon of facelifts can be explained by the existence of 

technical progress, mentioned by Büschken and Thaden (2002). 

(Automobilwoche (29.06.2007), retrieved 12.05.2016) 

 Nestlé’s’ Maggi Noodles have gained a kind of cult status in India before the 

product was banned by food regulator FSSAI over safety concerns. For 2016, the 

company announced a relaunch campaign for the reformulated product recipe 

focusing on transparency and building on the nostalgic brand history in India. Since 

Nestle was actually legally forced to realize this modification, it is a classic 

example of legal requirements, causing the product modification (Büschken and 

Thaden, 2002). 

(Agarwal, S. (17.11.2015), retrieved 12.05.2016) 

 In 2003, Cadbury’s Wispa chocolate bar lost the competition against Nestlé’s rival 

Aero in Great Britain and was finally removed from the range. After loyal 

consumers increasingly claimed for the comeback, the company started a tradition-

focused relaunch campaign and sold, according to their press office, about 60 

Million Wispa bars within the first year. This last case visualizes perfectly how 

competitors’ behavior sometimes forces companies to rethink their positioning and 

therefore use a product relaunch to increase the products success (Büschken and 

Thaden, 2002).  

(Wilson, A. (29.07.2009), retrieved 12.05.2016) 

 

The relaunch cases above have all been accompanied by large scale communication 

efforts. The same practice can be noticed during product launches. However, for latter 

situation, plenty studies have already been conducted whereas the product relaunch is still 

quite unexplored. Concerning the launch communication, many authors agree that effective 

commercialization and marketing communication during the launch phase is a critical 

success factor for new products (Calantone and Cooper, 1979; Cooper, 1979; Maidique 

and Zirger, 1985; Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994). A general positive influence of 

effective marketing communication on new product success has been proven by several 

studies (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994; Song and Parry, 1994). A more detailed 

statement from Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1994) say that the commercialization costs of 

successful product launches are up to six times higher than those of failed ones. 

Moreover, many authors advocate that advertising plays an outstanding role within the 

communication mix for the product launch (Lambkin, 1988; Yoon and Lilien, 1985; Green 

and Ryans, 1990). Concerning the product relaunch, there are far less studies and 

recommendations about the preferable communication instruments. However a tendency 

towards using advertising is noticeable, as well, Cullen (2004) for example emphasizes the 

employment of advertising channels for the product relaunch. 

Due to the relatively unexplored field of communication and particularly advertising, 

during the product relaunch, and the quite common and important practice of product 

relaunches, this study will try to find out which decisions within the advertising strategy 

are most successful for this marketing tool. First however, a clarification of the “product 

relaunch” appears necessary since in the theory, as well as in practice, there is a quite 

ambiguous understanding of this term. 
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1.2 Product Relaunch Classification 
In order to classify the product relaunch in the product management context and 

differentiate it from other related terms, a short presentation of relevant explanations is 

given in the following section. This discussion appears relevant in order to understand the 

actual subject of the present work since there is a variety of quite similar marketing tools 

that are related to the product relaunch.  

Among others, Röttgen (1980) displays product policy with three main alternatives: 

product innovation, product modification and product elimination. Building on these three 

types of product policy areas, product relaunch must be assigned as a part of product 

modification since there is neither an innovation nor the elimination of a product. This 

assumption is supported by Nieschlag, Dichtl, and Hörschgen (2002) since they describe a 

product relaunch as the change of an existing product in order to fulfill the evolving 

consumer needs. Furthermore, they allocate two types of change to the product relaunch. 

First, aspects of the functional basic concept, and second, peripheral design elements. 

1.2.1 Modification 
One possibility to understand product modification is explained by the Product 

Modification Model of Herrmann and Huber (1998). This subdivision into product 

variation and product differentiation is a popular assumption in the literature (Lurse, 2002; 

Röttgen, 1980). Lurse (2002) further explains product modification as the substitution of a 

product on the market with one that exhibits changes in certain properties. Fritz and Von 

der Oelsnitz (2006) describe the potential changes more in detail, as physical-functional, 

esthetical, package- and label related ones. 

1.2.2 Differentiation 
In the literature, there is consensus about the fact that a differentiation means the additional 

introduction of a modified product to one that already exists on the market (Priemer, 1970; 

Tomczak, Reinecke, and Kaetzke, 2000; Büschken and Thaden, 2002; Nieschlag, Dichtl, 

and Hörschgen, 2002). In this context, Tomczak, Reinecke, and Kaetzke (2000) refer to 

line- and brand extensions as feasible options. Concluding, Nieschlag, Dichtl, and 

Hörschgen (2002) determine that differentiation is a suitable tool to serve the different 

requirements of several market segments.  

1.2.3 Variation 
When it comes to product variation, many authors agree on the assumption, that a previous 

version will be substituted and that this happens as an ongoing process over the time of a 

product lifetime (Priemer, 1970; Tomczak, Reinecke, and Kaetzke, 2000; Nieschlag, 

Dichtl, and Hörschgen, 2002). However, there is not so much unanimity about the extent of 

the undertaken change. While Nieschlag, Dichtl, and Hörschgen (2002), and Tomczak, 

Reinecke, and Kaetzke (2000) advocate for the maintenance of the basic product concept, 

what implies just marginal adaptions to the existing offer, Brockhoff (1999) allows deeper 

alteration related to the product substance and objective characteristics. 

The look on some given examples illustrates the difference quite well. Tomczak, Reinecke, 

and Kaetzke (2000) mention package- and label related changes while Priemer (1970) 

refers to the model change from VW Golf 3 to VW Golf 4. Latter example however, 

includes changes in substantial parts like car body, interior, new motorization techniques 

and so on, so that there can be no question of marginal changes. Related to this, another 

example of relaunches in practice is the “facelift” in the car industry. Schlegel (1979) 
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explains that facelifts are model changes in the car industry during the life time of a model, 

while the introduced models are just externally modified to bridge the time until a new 

model will be introduced. 

As a final conclusion of the discussed term classification above, the term relaunch will be 

used in the meaning of product modifications regarding rather incremental changes on the 

product and packaging. The included forms stand in line with Gaubinger (2009) 

understanding of variations, including relaunch, facelift and product care (see Appendix 3). 

1.3 Problem Discussion 
As shown in section 1.1, there are many motives why companies introduce their existing 

products in a modified way. Looking at the practical examples, it is also getting clear that 

not only the reasons of product relaunches are quite different but also the actual change 

aspects vary a lot.  

One thing however, they got in common: compared to the launch of innovations, the costs 

and the risk to flop at the market are relatively lower (Schmalen and Xander, 2002). Pepels 

(2013) stresses especially the advantage that a relaunch still uses technology, which 

development costs are already depreciated. Latter facts and the ongoing change of 

requirements and demands on the market turns relaunch into an important tool of the 

constantly product developing process (Nieschlag, Dichtl, and Hörschgen, 2002). 

Approaching from a theoretical point of view, Tomczak, Reinecke, and Kaetzke (2000) 

illustrate in the framework of the “Aufgabenorientierter Ansatz”, meaning task-oriented 

approach (Tomczak and Reinecke, 1999) the high potential of product variations. The 

model will be discussed in the theoretical framework in more detail. However, figure 1 

shows six options how a firm can proceed with existing product (existing performance 

potentials). The six options are displayed in a decreasing order of how much effort is put in 

the development of the existing product. For example, the Variation requires the fewest 

development effort and maintains the most of the existing product whereas the 

Multiplication has the highest degree of development.   
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Figure 1 Marketing tools within the task-oriented approach.  Following Tomczak, Reinecke 

and Kaetzke (2000, p.479) 
 

Resulting from the high cost advantages, low development effort on the product level and 

the quite common practice, the significance of this theme arises. Based on this, it is fairly 

surprising that, to the author’s knowledge, the communication strategy and their success 

factors are relatively unexplored compared to the well-researched communication for the 

launch situation. 

Indeed, the communication, or commercialization, for the product launch has been subject 

of many studies so far. Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1994) for example conclude from their 

studies that the commercialization costs of successful product launches have been up to six 

times higher than those from failed ones. Chen; Shen and Chui (2007) even formulate a 

full framework for marketing communication for the product launch including several 

aspects concerning message content, the communication process and the resulting 

effectiveness. 

Particularly noticeable is that many authors attribute advertising an extraordinary role 

within the communication for innovations (e.g. Wind, 1982). In more detail, Green and 

Ryans (1990), Lambkin (1988), and Yoon and Lilien (1985) agree in the result that the 

advertising expenses of successful innovations are relatively higher than those from 

products that did not succeed. Furthermore, Hultink, Hart, Robben, and Griffin (1999) state 

that especially in the consumer goods industry the employment of mass media is common 

routine. Hammonds (1990) supports the significance of advertising as a key success factor 

for the commercialization of product innovations. He explains that the fortunate 

introduction of Gilette Sensor, for the first year, was executed with TV and print 

advertising costs, as high as half of the R&D engineering costs. Additionally to the 

recommendation of promotion and advertising, Hisrich and Peters (1984), advocate rather 

a pull-then a push strategy for products with low awareness. In contrast to these quite 

detailed studies and findings concerning the communication for the product launch, there is 

no study about the most promising handling of relaunch communication.  While the 

classification of relaunch within the product policy (Nieschlag, Dichtl and Hörschgen, 

2002; Meffert, Burmann, and Kirchgeorg, 2008; Pepels, 2013) and the procedure on the 
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product level (Tennagen, 1993) attracted some interest, strategic decisions concerning the 

communication strategy are still mostly unknown. 

As indicated apparent by the choice of practical examples in 1.1, the focus of the following 

investigation lies on the Business-to-Consumer industry in general. This, according to 

Doyle (2011), includes “Goods, made for the household consumer, which can be used 

without any further commercial processing. Convenience goods are generally purchased in 

small units of low value (e.g. milk, sweets). Shopping goods have higher unit values and 

are bought less frequently (e.g. clothes, furniture). Specialty goods are those of high value, 

which a customer will know by name and go out of their way to purchase.” (Doyle, 2011, 

retrieved 13.01.2016) 

The research gap has been identified as follows. First, there are numerous studies, which 

particularly evaluate success factors for the product launch (Benedetto, 1999; Hultink, 

Hart, Robben and Griffin, 1999; Chiu, Chen, Shyu & Tzeng, 2006; Talke and Hulting, 

2010; Căpătînă and Drăghescu, 2015; Matikainen, Rajalahti, Peloniemi, Parvinen and 

Juppo, 2015). On the other hand, the literature also provides several communication 

models (Mohr and Nevin, 1990; Fill, 2002; Dahlen, Lange and Smith, 2010) and even one 

particularly for the launch situation (Chen, Shen and Chiu, 2007).   

Additionally, some authors have described the need for further research about single 

advertising strategy decisions. Dens and De Pelsmacker (2010) recommend examining the 

influence of different advertising appeals, particularly for different product category 

involvements. Chen, Shen, and Chiu (2007) mention that the communication frequency 

pattern for different products would be worth to be further researched. However, these 

limitations were related to the situation of extensions and the product launch. An important 

criterion in this context is the innovativeness of the promoted product, what is highly 

dependent on the subjective perception of the individual (Lee and Colarelli O’Connor, 

2003). Therefore, the author of this work took the recommendation for further research, 

mentioned above, into consideration in a wider way and related it to the relaunch situation.  

1.4. Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to find out, which strategic advertising alternatives, regarding 

the three decision areas, explained in the following Research Question section, are 

associated with the success of product relaunch campaigns. Thereby, it aims to contribute 

to the scholarly knowledge about strategic product management and the marketing, in 

particular the communication, for the ongoing development of the product portfolio. 

Resulting from the theoretical insights, the study intents to support firms in their effort to 

increase the effectiveness and efficiency of  the communication for their product 

modifications.  

1.5. Research Question 
As mentioned in 1.4, this study tries to find out which advertising strategies are the most 

promising for product relaunches in the consumer goods industry. Since the launch 

situation of products has already been subject of many studies, the findings concerning a 

successful advertising strategy for a product launch will function as a guide. Consequently, 

the main research question is 
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Overall research question: To which extent do certain aspects of the advertising 

strategy influence the success of a product relaunch campaign and which strategic 

decisions support the relaunch campaign the best? 

Further in detail, the sub-questions are the following: 

SQ1: Do the selected media channels correlate with the success of the product 

relaunch campaign and if yes, which media support the relaunch campaign the best? 

There exists consensus in the literature that, depending on the communication goal, various 

media and channels are differently suitable due to their attributes (Katz, Haas, and 

Gurevitch 1973; Nysveen, Pedersen, and Thorbjørnsen (2005).  According to Hultink, 

Hart, Robben, and Griffin (1999), mass media advertising in general is often used for the 

product launch on consumer good markets. Further, Fill (2002) evaluates several media 

channels regarding the six criteria, developed by Surmaneck (1995). 

SQ2: Does the applied advertising message correlate with the success of the product 

relaunch campaign and if yes, which alternatives support the relaunch campaign the 

best? 

When it comes to the creation of communication messages, several strategic decisions 

have to be made. A widespread model is the Elaboration Likelihood Model of Petty and 

Cacioppo (1986) which leads to the question, if the message should rather be emotional or 

informational.  Furthermore, Lee (2014) mentions that emotional messages should be used 

when the audience lacks motivation or ability to elaborate the information what is linked to 

the product category.  

SQ3: Does the advertising scheduling correlate with the success of the product 

relaunch campaign and if yes, which pattern supports the relaunch campaign the 

best? 

The scheduling patterns for advertising are also depended on the communication goals, for 

example the introduction of new products require to increase awareness and interest 

quickly, so a flightning pattern with emphasis on the beginning is recommended (Dahlen, 

Lange and Smith, 2010). Since the study of Zielske (1959) revealed that the information 

recall decreases rapidly after the communication effort, it is from interest if these rather 

contrary statements have an impact on the success of relaunch campaigns. 

1.6 Key Concepts 
Advertising strategy: Within the 4 P marketing mix advertising is part of the promotion. To 

be more precise, advertising is one of the tools within the communication mix (Fill, 2002). 

Media selection: Due to different attributes, certain media channels are more suitable for 

particular communication objectives than others. Therefore, some appear especially 

appropriate for the relaunch situation (Dahlen, Lange and Smith, 2011; Fill, 1995) 

Message credibility: According to Fill (1995), messages can gain credibility through 

different opportunities, for example by the image of the speakers person or through relating 

the message to the initiator, what leads to the manufacturer, the mother brand or related 

products.  
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Message appeal: Based on the Elaboration Likelihood Model by Petty and Cacioppo 

(1986), there are two basic message appeals, the informational (rational) and 

transformational (emotional) one (Lee, 2014).  

Scheduling strategy: Deals with the timing of the advertisement placements and can be 

divided into three basic approaches: continuity, flightning and pulsing pattern (Fill, 1995). 

1.7 Delimitation 
This research work investigates the influence of marketing communication on the success 

of product relaunches. Due to limited resources, the focus lies on the particular impact of 

advertising strategies and therefore, the channels television, radio, magazines, newspaper 

and online advertisement and their deployment will be analyzed.  

Further, the chosen industry is the consumer good industry, covering both, durable and 

non-durable goods. According to Meinhardt, Kern, Kauffmann, Jahraus, and Lindemann 

(2010), non-durable goods are products with an operating life up to one year whereas 

durable goods got an operating life longer than one year. Another common definition 

concerns the fact, that non-durable goods usually are used and therefore not existent after 

the usage anymore (Aamir, 2015). Therefore, the classification into durable and non-

durable goods of Meinhardt, Kern, Kauffmann, Jahraus, and Lindemann (2010) is further 

used, with the meaning of the status of the existence after the usage. 

The contacted firms all are located in the European Union, since the consumption and 

communication behavior is broadly similar. However, the focus lies on German 

companies. 
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2. Theory 
 

As supported by Bryman and Bell (2011), this chapters deals with former research and 

previous theories in order to get a profound overview of the status quo of the research 

field. As displayed in Figure 2 below, this chapter describes the funneling process: starting 

at different marketing programs over the product life cycle (PLC), explaining different 

extensions tools and which role marketing communication plays in this context. Former 

communication concepts lead to the research model which single modules will finally be 

explained in depth.   

Figure 2 Theory overview, own construction 

 

2.1 Literature Review  
According to Bruce (1994), the literature review process within scientific writing is 

perceived in six different ways (List, Search, Survey, Vehicle, Facilitator, and Report). The 

first part of this chapter reflects the first three ideas since it simply describes product 

relaunch in the product management context and advertising in the marketing surrounding. 

2.1.1 Product Life Cycle 
Within the product management literature, the product life cycle is often used to explain 

how the marketing strategy has to adapt the changing requirements of a product over time 

(Frohmann, 1985; Frohman and Bitondo,1981; Hofer, 1975). A commonly used product 

life cycle (PLC) model has four stages: Introduction, Growth, Maturity, Decline. Golder 

and Tellis (2004) further name the turning points between the stages as Commercialization, 

Takeoff and Slowdown. The last turning point already has been identified as a critical one 

by Polli and Cook in 1969, due to the possibility to recycle the product at this time (see 

Appendix 1). 

It has been subject to many researches to find out which marketing tools are applicable to 

recycle or extent the product life (Mohan, and Krishnaswamy, 2006).  Some authors 
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recommend to extent the product line (Hambrick, MacMillan, and Day, 1982), others 

mention the product differentiation as a possible tool (Wind and Robertons, 1983). Another 

quite often stated opportunity is the change or improvement of the existing product. 

Therefore, the design, quality or additional functions can be focused (Wasson, 1978; 

Pessemier, 1977). Hisrich and Peters (1984) summarize this possibility as a modification of 

the product, preferable when no change has been undertaken over years. However, the 

description for the change of existing products varies quite much between the authors, so 

product modification, product variation and product relaunch are basically used for the 

same action within this work (Büschken and Thaden, 2002; Cunningham, 1969; Orbach 

and Fruchter, 2014). 

2.1.2 Extension Tools 
As mentioned in the introduction, product extensions are a commonly used marketing tool 

in the product life cycle and have been subject to several studies. In order to classify 

extensions and the product relaunch, following section explains the relation between these 

tools.  

Tomczak and Reinecke (1999) create a quite suitable overview of marketing tools in the 

product management context, the Aufgabenorientierter Ansatzes (task-oriented approach) 

clusters the different tools within the dimensions of new and existing customers and 

products (see Appendix 2). In this context, extending a PLC can be placed in the right 

below quadrant, and is therefore part of Exhausting product potential (product care). The 

scaling of the marketing tools, regarding the transition from existing to new products, has 

been shown in the introduction, as well. Therefore, just a few words to complete the tool 

overview.  

The term product differentiation describes the introduction of an additional version of an 

existing product (Priemer, 1970; Nieschlag, Dichtl, and Hörschgen, 2002; Tomczak, 

Reinecke, and Kaetzke, 2000). In practice, this can be done in two ways (Aaker and Keller 

1990; Dens and De Pelsmacker, 2007). Product line extensions are defined as “the 

introduction of new products under the same brand name in a given product category […]” 

(Liu and Wu, 2015, p. 2), whereas the brand extension means that a “[…] company uses an 

established brand to introduce a new product […]” (Farrukh, 2014 p. 1018). 

 

Tomczak, Reinecke, and Kaetzke (2000) further describe product revitalization as a kind of 

hybrid version of variation and differentiation. On the one hand, no additional product is 

launched, but the existing product is marketed in a very new way so that it is not only 

about the maintenance of existing performance potential but also exploiting new potential 

for a certain degree. An example for this would be the brand revival of the soft drink brand 

Rivella.  

The last relevant and actually examined tool to be mentioned is the product variation. 

Since the term and its relation to product relaunch, product modification and product care 

has been discussed in the introduction, it is just about to say that the conception of product 

variation from Gaubinger (2009) is taken into consideration in this work (see Appendix 3). 

Consequently, product relaunch is used synonymously as product variation, modification, 

facelift and product care. In practice, it contains executed changes of the product or 

package on the design and appearance level, however not on the functionality level.   
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2.1.3 Relaunch Strategy 
Investigating the literature about the marketing programs along the PLC, one gets quickly 

the impression that there has been a lot of research about the introduction of new products 

and the related success factors (Trim and Pan, 2005; Chiu, Chen, Shyu, and Tzeng, 2006; 

Benedetto, 1999; Dens and De Pelsmacker, 2007). Besides, also the phenomenon of 

product differentiation, and particularly the relation to the mother brand, has been subject 

of quite many studies (Böckern, 1994; Kim and Wang, 2014; Liu and Wu, 2015). 

However, compared to the enormous potential of the relaunch, there has been quite less 

research about a structured relaunch strategy and the successful alternatives. Due to the 

lack of an existing model for the relaunch strategy, it is presumed that assumptions of the 

launch situation are valid for the relaunch situation, as well. The study results of Avvari 

and Krishnaswamy (2006) support this assumption since the marketing programs for both 

PLC stages,  introduction and maturity stage, are characterized by the task of stressing the 

distinctiveness of the product and it’s features by defining and communicating the 

outstanding position. Moreover, the introduction of a product with a new design, as often 

used in the decline stage of the PLC, is a minimum kind of innovation and is therefore 

related to the introduction phase which is some kind of the maximum of innovation 

(Pessemier, 1977).  

Chiu, Chen, Shyu, and Tzeng (2006) display a wide range of study results concerning the 

success factors of launch strategies and further use the Evaluation Model for the Launch of 

New Products, created by Hultink, Griffin, Hart, and Robben (1997) which partly 

corresponds with the New Product Launch Strategies Model, Trim and Pan (2005) 

developed for the pharma industry. This model relates strategic and tactical launch 

decisions to the resulting performance of the new product.  

Since the so called Strategic Launch Decisions, containing Product-, Market-, 

Competitive-, and Firm Strategy, for the relaunch are basically similar to the decisions 

made for the product launch, the so called Tactical Launch Decisions are from particular 

interest in this work. Looking at the Tactical Components, each of the Product,- Price,- 

Place-, and Promotion decision areas are quantitative and qualitative worth to do an own 

research about their success factors.  

The decision to focus on the promotion area was significantly influenced by the 

assumption, that promotion, and thereby marketing communication, plays an outstanding 

role for the success of new products and consequently for relaunched products, as well. 

This impression accrued from several empirical results (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1994; 

Song and Parry, 1994), for example Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1994) findings indicate that 

the commercialization costs of successful industrial products were about six times higher 

than those from the failed products. 

2.1.4 Marketing Communication 
Adopting Lasswell (1948) Communication Theory, consisting of the 4 Ws: WHO says 

WHAT in WHICH channel to WHO, Crawford and Benedetto (2008) set communication 

in the marketing context. In this surrounding they stated that marketing communication is 

about providing information and influencing attitudes in order to raise the influence on the 

product adoption and consequently the sales. Related to this, Fill and Hugh (2006) 

complement that effort of marketing communication tries to engage with the target group 

in a long-term view.  
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Since the terms communication and promotion is also used quite differently, following a 

short classification of the terms.  

Promotion is commonly seen as one of the, at least, 4P Marketing Mix, which further 

contains Product, Price and Place (Fill, 2002). However, a frequently used concept is the 

so called communication mix, which further includes Advertising, Public Relations, Direct 

Marketing, Sales Promotion, Personal Selling and recently Online Marketing. Due to the 

wide range of marketing communication components, a further distinction had to be made. 

Here, the focus was set on advertising, since this tool has been identified as particularly 

important for the product launch (Cullen, 2004; Wind, 1982). The range of media, used for 

advertisement, is quite broad; however television, radio, magazines, newspaper and the 

internet are the most frequently mentioned ones (Dahlen, Lange, and Smith, 2010; Fill, 

2002; Surmaneck, 1995). 

2.2 Theoretical Framework 
The second theory part deals with the analytical framework related to the research question 

and the sub-questions (Bryman and Bell, 2011). It further applies the two literature review 

understandings Vehicle and Facilitator, described by Bruce (1994). Regarding the Vehicle, 

following part displays deeper knowledge about the chosen research field. The Facilitator 

point of view is realized in the way that the broad research field of communication for 

product relaunches is actually funneled down to the strategic decision that will be 

examined in the survey.  

2.2.1 Marketing Communication over the PLC 
As stated earlier, the different PLC stages require different marketing strategies. Related to 

that, the communication objectives and the related strategies vary over the life cycle, as 

well. Based on the three main Communication Objective Types of Egan (2007): 

Knowledge-, Feeling-, and Action Based; Dahlen, Lange, and Smith (2010) identify certain 

communication objectives for the four lifecycle stages. Therefore, the Adoption Theory of 

Rogers (1983) has been taken into consideration.  

For this dissertation, the objectives for the first and the last life cycle stage are from 

interest. For the first stage, the creation of awareness, education for a new brand, rising 

brand recall and recognition, and the establishment of acceptance within a category is 

mentioned to be crucial. For the last stage, which can either lead smoothly into the end of 

the product or to the revival, the authors suggest a radical change of the brand image, 

transfer positive associations to a new brand or a well-organized withdrawal with a 

positive remaining image of the product (Egan, 2007).  

At this point, the communication objectives for the product relaunch are not as obvious as 

the ones for the first life cycle stage. On the one hand, the communication has to focus on 

the change of the product, sometimes even on a repositioned image, on the other hand, 

elements of the first stage need to be taken into consideration, as well. Meaning, that it is 

important to create awareness for the modified version and to plausibly convince the target 

group about the relatively increased value compared to the previous product version (Egan, 

2007). 

Arora (2007) further mention, that communication in the early stages of the PLC rather 

wants to inform the target group about the product benefits, whereas later in the life cycle 

the people rather get reminded about the products existence. Just like in the case of Dahlen, 

Lange, and Smith (2010) statements, this assumption cannot completely applied for the 
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product relaunch since the communication rather informs about new product benefits than 

reminding about the existing ones.  

Finally, the communication objectives for the product relaunch appear to be closer to the 

ones for the first life cycle stage than to the last one.  

Following, the communication models which were considered for the single success 

factors of the research model will be explained. 
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2.2.2 Center Concepts of Communication Planning  
In order to define strategic decision about the advertisement for the product relaunch, some 

communication concepts has been reviewed and elaborated. 

CAMPAIGN Model 

Dahlen, Lange, and Smith (2010) developed the marketing communication planning 

framework CAMPAIGN which shows the steps of a marketing communication strategy. 

However, for the relaunch situation described for the present work, many components are 

negligible, like the positioning and new targeting effort because compared to the product 

launch it is basically still the same product and mainly the same customer segment. 

Consequently, the Application part, containing Message and Media is from importance for 

this work.  

Within the message part, they mention Integrated Brand Communication, Image and Brand 

Communication, Target Market Relationship Management, and Communication Mix 

Management. Out of these, the aspects Image and Brand Communication, and 

Communicating Mix, in terms of advertising as the focused part of the communication 

mix, were further taken into consideration since both aspects play a significant role for the 

relaunch. Next to these, from the Media section, listing Channels and Media, 

Communication Industry and Regulations, Ethics, and Control, the first aspect is 

particularly interesting. 

 

Figure 3 CAMPAIGN model. (Dahlen, Lange and Smith, 2010, p.120) 
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MCPF Model 

The Marketing Communication Planning Framework by Fill (2002) displays several 

decision milestones that are relevant in the process of creating a communication strategy.  

Concerning the background decisions, the explained Communication objectives have to be 

aligned to Corporate- and the following Marketing Goals. Furthermore, the Pull Strategy, 

within the Promotion Strategy part, has been identified to be applicable. Next to these basic 

insights, Fill (2002) further explains within the Coordinated Communication Mix that 

decisions about Methods, Tools and Media need to be made. This, and the need for 

Scheduling, has been included in the research model. According to Fill (2002), scheduling 

in this context includes decisions about the order of the targeted audience and the sequence 

of the used media channels. 

Figure 4 The Marketing Communication Planning Framework. Following Fill, 2002, p. 300 
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Conceptual Framework for Marketing Communication for Product Launch 

Another applicable communication concept has been created by Chen, Shen, and Chiu 

(2007). This conceptual framework deals with possible Message Contents, their 

implementation in the Communication Process and the resulting launch Effectiveness. 

From this model, the module Message Contents is relevant in the whole.  

First, the decision about Informational or Transformational message deals with the 

question, if the focused benefit of the modified product is communicated in rather rational 

or emotional way. Rational or informational argumentation focuses on important features 

and product information and provides these in a verifiable manner. Consequently, the 

customer gets attracted by facts. Compared to this, transformational or emotional messages 

provide information in a way that aims to suggest the customer how positive it would feel 

to possess or use the product (Aaker and Stayman, 1992; MacInnis and Stayman, 1993). 

Related to this, the decision about an Elaborational or Relational message deals with the 

question, how strong the linkage to the parent brand should be communicated (Bridges, 

Keller, and Sood, 2000). The overall aim of highlighting the relation to the parent brand is 

explained by the reduction of the perceived risk and uncertainty by mentioning brands that 

are well known and trustworthy (Keller, 1998; Mudambi, 2002). Depending on the 

plausible relation between the product and the parent brand, and the power of latter one, 

Aaker and Keller (1990) recommend a focus on product features when the parent brand is 

just slightly related to the product or hosts any image risks. Otherwise, an open 

communication of the relation is recommendable for the stated reasons.  

 
Figure 5 The conceptual framework of marketing communications for product launch. 

Following Chen, Shen and Chiu, 2007, p. 2 
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Communication for Marketing Channels 

Relevant in a wider perspective is the model Communication for Marketing Channels, 

created by Mohr and Nevin (1990). This concept explains that the Extant Channel 

Conditions, containing Structure, Climate and Power, and the Communication Strategy,  

containing Frequency, Direction, Modality and Content influence the Qualitative Channel 

Outcomes, meaning Coordination, Satisfaction and Commitment,  what leads to the 

Quantitative Channel Outcomes / Performance.  However, the model elaborates an 

organizational communication strategy what makes the Communication Strategy the only 

applicable component 

The Frequency related decisions, according to the authors, deal with the question of the 

duration and intensity of the audience contact, what will be used in terms of Scheduling as 

it is stated by Fill (2002). The contact Direction means vertical and horizontal 

communication and is also related to the Push or Pull Strategy within Fill (2002) MCPF 

model. Within the Modality sequence, the authors describe media and channels and how 

information can be transmitted, what comes along with several of the previous discussed 

models. And finally, the Content or Message part underlines the general importance of this 

subject. However, the content is not further applicable since it deals with the five types of 

marketing information of Gross (1968), which are stated from an interorganisational point 

of view.  

Figure 6 Model of Communication for Marketing Channels. Following Mohr and Nevin, 

1990, p. 3 
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2.3 Research Model 
Resulting from the communication models discussed above, the research model below has 

been created. It shows, which strategic decision areas will be examined. Since these 

decision areas can potentially influence the performance of the relaunch, literally the 

success of the campaign, they will be called success factors for the product relaunch.  

Figure 7 Research model, own construction 

 

2.3.1 Media Strategy 
The media selection as an important decision area for the communication plan has been 

mentioned within several communication models like in the CAMPAIGN model, the 

MCPF model and the model of Communication for Marketing Channels.  

Already Katz, Haas, and Gurevitch (1973) and later Nysveen, Pedersen, and Thorbjørnsen 

(2005) mention that, due to different attributes, different media and channels (further equal 

usage of media channels) are differently suitable for certain communication goals. 

Consequently, depending on the different PLC stages and the resulting communication 

objectives, the media selection should be done thoughtfully. After the discussion in the 

theoretical framework, we assume that the objectives for the relaunch are closely related to 

the ones for the product launch. This is taken into consideration for the following 

examination of the media evaluation by Fill (2002, p.536), using the six criteria of 

Surmaneck (1995). 
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Surmaneck (1995) developed a concept to evaluate media channels concerning the 

following criteria: 

Audience selectivity: The degree to which accuracy a medium can approach the target 

group with a minimum of divergence loss. 

Reach potential: The maximum amount of the targeted people that can be reached with one 

campaign. 

Speed of audience accumulation: The time the medium needs to reach that target audience. 

Geographic flexibility: The ability of the medium to be used in new areas. 

Advertising exposure control: The degree how pushy a medium can affect. 

Lead time to buy: The amount of time that must be planned before the medium can spread 

the advertising.  

As has been discussed in the theoretical framework, the objective for the relaunch 

communication is mainly to create awareness for the new product features within a broad 

target group and therefore build a bridge to the mother brand and transport enough 

information, either emotional or rational, to convince about the improved product benefits 

(Dahlen, Lange, and Smith ,2010).According to that, media with a good rate in reach 

potential and advertising exposure control appears to be particularly appropriate. In 

reverse, that means that the degree of precise audience selectivity is relatively less 

important because a broad audience is targeted. Furthermore, for the relaunch there is no 

extraordinary time pressure to reach the audience and also no need for special geographical 

flexibility, as for example for the product launch. The same can be said about the lead time 

to buy, since a relaunch is usually planned quite in advance so that there is no need for a 

fast reaction time of the medium as is might be for a reactive price reduction.  

Build on these six criteria, Fill (2002) evaluates seven channels, but only Newspaper, 

Radio, Television and Magazines will be further used in this work (see Appendix 4). About 

newspaper he said, that the reach is high, but the exposure of the channel is quite low. 

Magazines got a better rate of exposure, but a lower rate in the reach which is more 

specific though. Television in comparison has a high rating in both of the criteria because 

the reach is outstandingly high and the exposure benefits from the format of targeting 

several senses. Finally, radio gets the lowest rating in both of the criteria since it is hard to 

grab the audience’s attention and each radio station serves a specific clientele. However at 

this point one must mention, that radio is way less expensive then television so the usage 

of several radio stations would increase the reach enormously and would still cost less than 

television advertising. Nevertheless, concerning impact and reach, television plays an 

outstanding role, however in terms of costs, as well.  
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An important medium that is not covered by the evaluation of Fill (2002) is the Internet. 

Concerning online advertisement, Chaffey and Ellis-Chadwick (2012) classify the Internet 

into three categories.  

Paid media: All communication instruments that have been bought and are comparable to 

classic advertisement, for example search engine advertisement or banner advertisement on 

the pages of affiliate partners.  

Earned media: Is comparable to attention gained through efforts within public relations. 

For example, the usage of bloggers or news portals, in order to spread information. 

Owned media: Includes online channels, the company owns, for example social media 

sites, a webpages or blogs.  

According to the classification above, paid media is the closest online advertisement form 

to the examined advertising and will therefore further used in this work. Regarding the two 

chosen criteria of Surmaneck (1995), online advertisement can be rated pretty high, as 

well. The format allows addressing as many senses as television, and also the reach can be 

set very wide, what is then a matter of costs.  

As a conclusion, the media online and television appear the most suitable for the relaunch 

communication. On the other hand, newspaper, radio and magazines lack at least the 

exposure to the audience since they can transport the message only with static pictures and 

or words.  

Based on that, the hypotheses are 

H1: There is a positive correlation between the usage of TV and online advertisement, 

and the perceived achievement of success goals.   

 

H2: There is a positive correlation between the usage of certain (other) media 

channels, and the perceived achievement of success goals.   

These hypotheses will be tested for three categories, consumer goods in general, durable 

goods and non-durable goods.  

2.3.2 Message Credibility Strategy 
This research subject has been chosen since the CAMPAIGN model stresses the decision 

about how the image and brand should be communicated, what is directly linked to this 

matter. Further, the Conceptual Framework for Marketing Communication for Product 

Launch introduces the consideration of which kind of information should be 

communicated what in the wider context leads to how credibility can be built up.  

Since an overall aim of the relaunch communication is to convince the audience about the 

improved value of the relaunched product, the communication plan should think about the 

creation of credibility, as well. Fill (1995) mentions this task and refers to two basic 

possibilities to do so. First, by highlighting the initiator of the communication, meaning the 

brand, the former product or the company or second, using an adequate speakers person, 

what frequently leads to the utilization of testimonials.  

Since the relaunched product already owns a history of communication, the first type 

seems to be more adequate to investigate. Additionally, several studies have proven, that 
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both new products and extensions benefit from the link to brand names and other existing 

products since the audience experiences the unknown product as less risky due to the 

quality and trust transfer (Park and Kim, 2001; Dens and De Pelsmacker, 2007; Smith and 

Park, 1992; Lai, 2006). 

However, which linkage is most recommendable for the product relaunch is not clear yet. 

On the one hand it might depend on the degree of change compared to the previous 

version. On the other hand, there is the distinction between durable and non-durable goods, 

what leads to the assumption of different degrees of involvement of the customers (Percy 

and Donovan, 1991). Based on the Categorization Theory, Greifeneder, Bless, and 

Kuschmann (2007) states, that when customer’s motivation to process information is 

relatively high, product information can be communicated. However, when the process 

motivation is low, category information like brand and manufacturer have a higher impact. 

This assumption is supported by Coulter (2005) who mentions that within low involvement 

situations, the product evaluation is rather related to the superficial analysis of the stimuli. 

Regarding the distinction into durable and non-durable goods, it is assumed that the buying 

decision of goods that are repeatable usable happens within higher involvement than the 

one for unique usage only. Consequently, the involvement for durable goods should be 

higher than for non-durable goods. This results in the conclusion that the communication 

of product information, particularly the comparison of the old and the new product 

benefits, might be more suitable for durable goods than for non-durable goods. On the 

other hand, when the involvement for non-durable goods is relatively low, the 

communication might focus on the link between the well know brand or manufacturer and 

therefore transfer positive emotions to the relaunched product.  

These assumptions will be examined with following hypotheses 

H3: There is a positive correlation between the communicated link to the previous 

product version, and the perceived achievement of success goals.   

H4: There is a positive correlation between the communicated link to the brand, and 

the perceived achievement of success goals. 

H5: There is a positive correlation between the communicated link to the 

manufacturer, and the perceived achievement of success goals. 

These hypotheses will be tested for three categories, consumer goods in general, durable 

goods and non-durable goods.  

2.3.3 Message Appeal Strategy 
Concerning the message, there are, depending on the depth, numberless decision areas. 

Especially, the creative approach concerning colors, character fonts and so on provides a 

wide decisions field. However, since this work approaches from a rather strategic than an 

operational angle, the message appeal in this work deals with the type of information that 

is provided to the audience. A basic consideration is mentioned by Fill (1995) and the 

Conceptual Framework for Marketing Communication for Product Launch regarding the 

question: when should the message aim to create emotions and when are facts able to 

convince the customer to the purchase? 

The issue, what kind of message is most successful in different situations, always leads 

back to the Elaboration Likelihood Model by Petty and Cacioppo (1986). Their overall 

result says that information can be processed in two ways, depending on the ability and the 
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involvement of the audience (Lee, 2014; Petty, Cacioppo, Strathmann, and Priester, 2005). 

Consequently, advertisement can use rather informational messages, regarding the product 

and its factual benefits, when the audience is able and willing to cognitive elaborate the 

information by using the central route. In this case, Fill (1995) further states, that the 

advertisement itself has less influence on the evaluation process because the advertisement 

content rather matters when the central processing route is used. On the other hand, the 

peripheral route is used to process information when the audience lacks the motivation or 

ability to deeply elaborate the provided information. In this case, a rather emotional or 

transformational message type is to be preferred. However, it must be kept in mind that in 

this case, the advertising itself has a higher influence on the perception of the 

communicated message, so the media and media vehicle should be chosen thoughtfully. 

Furthermore, emotional messages rather persuade by providing subjective and symbolic 

suggestions, how the target group would feel with using or owning the product (Lee, 

2014). 

Based on this categorization, Fill (1995) provides a bundle of situations and motives, how 

the benefit of the product can be presented. For instance, an informational appeal would be 

to demonstrate the mechanism or compare it with the competitors. A transformational 

appeal could be to gain awareness and attraction by presenting the product in a humorous 

situation or show how the product avoids inconveniences like health problems. However, 

the deployment of such motives and appeals strongly depends on the specific product 

category, so that a simple distinction in durable and non-durable goods is not sufficient to 

explain the relation between the usage of certain motives and the overall relaunch success.  

However, the distinction in informational and transformational appeals actually does play a 

role in the product relaunch context. As Rossiter and Percy (1987) state, the advertising 

tactic should be related to the motives why the target group intends to buy the product. 

Consequently, either an objective manner of presenting the relaunched products features or 

an emotional approach must be chosen (Lee and Colarelli  O’Connor, 2003).  

This leads to two ideas, what circumstances require which appeal. First, Srivastava (1987) 

states that the newer the product is, the more emphasis should set on providing objective 

product information. Consequently, the higher the degree of change (concerning the 

product itself and the packaging) is, the more likely is the usage of an informational 

message. 

The hypothesis therefore is 

H6: Relaunch campaigns with a relatively big change rate (in symbolic, design and 

functional attributes) rather communicate an informational appeal than the ones with 

a relatively low change rate. 

Second, Dens and De Pelsmacker (2010) state that an emotional appeal is more successful 

for low involvement products. In this context, non-durable goods have already been 

categorized as rather low involvement products. The resulting hypothesis therefore is 

H7: Relaunch campaigns of non-durable goods communicate the emotional appeal 

more often than the ones for durable goods. 

These hypotheses will be tested for three categories, consumer goods in general, durable 

goods and non-durable goods.  
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2.3.4 Scheduling Strategy 
The decision area of media scheduling has been mainly mentioned in the models MCPF 

and the Communication for Marketing Channels. Regarding Dahlen, Lange, and Smith, 

(2010), the scheduling pattern must be specified after the amount of the target customers, 

the geographical regions, the media and the overall budget has been determined. 

Concerning the timing of the deployed advertisement, Fill (1995) collected scheduling 

patterns from Govoni, Eng, and Galper, (1986); Kotler (1988); and Sissors and Bumba 

(1989), and created an overview of three basic scheduling strategies.  

Continuity pattern: Is characterized by a continuous communication without breaks, what 

leads to an effective impact since the exposure acts constantly (Dahlen, Lange, and Smith, 

2010).  

Flighting pattern: Is characterized by a thoughtful spending of the communication budget 

and the existence of communication breaks. This behavior can be stable, increase or 

decrease. Dahlen, Lange, and Smith (2010) further mention that exposure increase right 

before or during the purchase period. Fill (1995) mentions here that this pattern is 

commonly used for product launches 

Pulsing pattern: Can be seen as a combination of the two above. It describes a continuous 

communication but with a thoughtful spending of the budget what is planned more 

accurately than just the increasing, decreasing or stable direction.  

Related to this basic pattern options, Zielske (1959) conducted a study, providing two 

groups of women with advertising in two different communication patterns. The first group 

was approached every week for the first 13 weeks and was not contacted for the rest of the 

year. The second group was approached every fourth week over one year. During the 

whole year, the two groups were asked about the advertisement, about the product and 

where they had seen it. The information recall behavior of the two groups is displayed in 

the two pictures below.  

Figure 8 Recall behavior for different scheduling patterns. Following Zielske, 1959, p.13                            

 

Although the results of Zielske (1959) study shows a strong decrease of the remembered 

information, when the communication emphasis is set on the beginning of the advertising 

campaign, Fill (1995) describes this pattern as common for the product launch, and is 

therefore taken into consideration for the product relaunch. However, it must be kept in 

mind that these two concept rather conduce as basic distinction and the author of this work 

is well aware of the fact that the result of Zielske (1959) study display the recall behavior 

while Fill (1995) describe the actual communication pattern.  

    Continuous pattern                                          Flightning pattern 
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Anyway, since the two assumptions differ quite much, this work rather wants to approach 

from an explorative angle and formulates a rather neutral hypothesis for this matter 

H8: There is a correlation between the perceived achievement of the relaunch success 

and a certain scheduling pattern.  

This hypothesis will be tested for three categories, consumer goods in general, durable 

goods and non-durable goods 

As a conclusion of the chapter 2.3 it is to say that the four advertising strategy aspects, 

media strategy, message credibility strategy, message appeal strategy and scheduling 

strategy evolved from the three potential success factors in the research model. These basic 

advertisement decisions are operationalized in the hypotheses one to eight and will be 

tested in this study. A brief summary of the theoretical background will be given for the 

hypotheses in the following section.  
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2.4 Operationalization of the Theory 
Table 1 below summarizes the basic assumptions behind the hypothesis one to eight and 

gives the relevant reference for these.  

Table 1 Operationalization of the theoretical background into hypotheses 

Hypothesis Basic assumption Main references 

H1: There is a positive 

correlation between the 

usage of TV and online 

advertisement, and the 

perceived achievement of 

success goals.   

H2: There is a positive 

correlation between the 

usage of certain (other) 

media channels, and the 

perceived achievement of 

success goals.   

Different media channels 

have different characteristics 

and are therefore differently 

suitable to achieve certain 

communication objectives. 

TV and online advertisement 

seem the most appropriate 

because the criteria wide 

reach and advertising 

exposure are seen as 

important for the relaunch.  

Katz, Haas, and Gurevitch,  

(1973)  

Fill (2002) 

Surmaneck (1995) 

H3: There is a positive 

correlation between the 

communicated link to the 

previous product version, 

and the perceived 

achievement of success 

goals.   

H4: There is a positive 

correlation between the 

communicated link to the 

brand, and the perceived 

achievement of success 

goals.   

H5: There is a positive 

correlation between the 

communicated link to the 

manufacturer, and the 

perceived achievement of 

success goals.   

There are different options to 

create trust and awareness 

for modified products. 

Communication of the three 

alternatives help to lower the 

perceived risk. However, the 

durable and non-durable 

goods differ in their degree 

of involvement and might 

therefore require different 

linkages 

Fill (1995) 

Dens and De Pelsmacker, 

(2007) 

Greifeneder, Bless, and 

Kuschmann (2007) 

Coulter (2005) 

H6: Relaunch campaigns 

with a relatively big change 

rate (in symbolic, design 

and functional attributes) 

rather communicate an 

informational appeal than 

the ones with a relatively 

low change rate. 

According to the ELM, 

information gets processed 

differently depending on the 

motivation (involvement) 

and ability of the consumer. 

This also depends, among 

others, on the product 

category and the degree of 

newness which causes higher 

Fill (1995) 

Petty and Cacioppo (1986) 

Srivastava (1987) 

Dens and De Pelsmacker 

(2010) 
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H7: Relaunch campaigns of 

non-durable goods 

communicate the emotional 

appeal more often than the 

ones for durable goods. 

demand for information.  

H8: There is a correlation 

between the perceived 

achievement of the relaunch 

success and a certain 

scheduling pattern. 

Within a wide range of 

scheduling patterns, the 

flightning pattern is often 

mentioned in the launch 

context. However, the 

information recall decreases 

rapidly after the impulse. 

Possibly, a certain pattern is 

more suitable than the other.  

Dahlen, Lange, and Smith 

(2010) 

Fill (1995)  

Zielske (1959) 
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3. Methodology 
 

The third chapter explains how the research actually was conducted. First, it displays the 

theoretical approach concerning the research strategy, the resulting research design and 

how the overall research process looked like. Following, the realized method is elaborated, 

emphasizing the sampling, the questionnaire and how the data was statistically analyzed. 

 

3.1 Research Approach 
Following, the basic considerations that were clarified at the beginning of the research and 

how they influenced the whole research process will be explained. 

3.1.1 Implications from and for the Research Strategy  
Starting a scientific research, the researcher must take several aspects into consideration, 

which interdependent to each other and should therefore be concerned in a related context.  

The epistemological consideration is commonly a good way to start the clarification. This 

question deals with the requirements that knowledge needs to meet, in order to be seen as 

true or reliable. There are two basic foundations, the advocates of the Positivism assume 

that the methods of natural sciences can be applied to social sciences and consequently also 

for business research. This direction beliefs in the validity of “the principle of 

phenomenalism”, what means that knowledge only can be seen as verified, when it is 

perceptible with the senses. Since the present work aims to explore which strategic 

advertisement decisions got the best influence on a relaunch campaign, and the items will 

be examine within quite objective and measurable variables like numbers, a clear positivist 

approach can be identified (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 

Another question that must be responded in this context is which ontological assumption 

will be applied. This consideration deals with the question whether social entities like 

organizations are depending or independent from the existence of social actors (Bryman 

and Bell, 2011). According to Walsh (1972) Constructivism claims that the social world 

must be investigated by examining the process how it is constructed. The other approach, 

and the one which is applied in this work, is the assumption of the existence of a pre-

constructed social world, how the Objectivism sees it.  

The third influencing factor for the research strategy is the decision whether a deductive or 

inductive approach will be applied. This consideration deals with the role of the reviewed 

literature and the theories, and how they will be further proceeded (Bryman and Bell, 

2011). In this context, Saunders and Lewis (2007) describe the deductive approach as 

using the literature to create a theoretical framework which will further be tested by the 

collected data. The inductive approach on the other hand, is described as the other way 

around. The present work uses the deductive approach since it developed a theoretical 

framework based on the launch situation which might be transferred to the relaunch 

situation, stated hypotheses which are then tested with the collected data.  

The decisions about these three basic considerations explain the choice of the overall 

research strategy. According to Bryman and Bell (2011) all three decisions lead to the 

quantitative research strategy as the most suitable one. As can be seen in the questionnaire, 

rather numerical and measurable variables are used and evaluated in a purely statistical 
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way, what indicates a quantitative approach. A qualitative research would rather focus on 

social problems (Klenke, 2008) and evaluates rather words than quantifying collected data 

(Bryman and Bell, 2011). 

3.1.2 Research Design  
As Bryman and Bell (2011, p.40) explain “[…] a research design provides a framework for 

the collection and analysis of data”, the formulation of the research question and the 

aspired result already shape the type of data which has to be collected. In this context, they 

discuss five types of research design: Experimental, Longitudinal, Comparative design and 

the survey design as a part of Cross Sectional design.  

 

The latter type is applied in this work and is characterized by the collection of data of, 

usually, way more than one case. Therefore, a connection of two or more variables is stated 

in order to quantify or qualify the data. The overall aim is to explore patterns that allow to 

describe the relation between variables. The specialty of the survey design is the common 

usage of structured interviews or self-completion questionnaires.  

 

This research design was chosen with the main reason that it fits perfectly to the research 

goal to find out the relation between particular advertising strategies and the success of the 

product relaunch. According to the Main modes of administration of a survey, introduced 

by Bryman and Bell (2011, p.175) the survey was provided via Internet and was actually 

completed online. The link for the web formula, which was created within Google forms, 

was sent via Email, Facebook messages and LinkedIn. In some cases, the firms were called 

before the email in order to increase the response rate. 

 

Furthermore, there are two basic ways, how information can be gathered for dissertations. 

Either, by collecting primary data, meaning that the research data is collected for the first 

time in this form from the particular information source or, by elaborating secondary data 

(Bryman and Bell, 2011). Since the present work wants to explore the most successful 

advertising strategies for a specific marketing tool, the research needs information about 

the success of single relaunch campaigns, which is usually not published in a report. 

Therefore, primary data had to be the choice of the used information. 

3.1.3 Quality of the Research 
As commonly practiced in the business and management research field, a scientific work 

aims to be highly qualitative by meeting the scientific requirements of the following three 

criteria (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 

Reliability in the research context aims to make sure that “[…] the results of a study are 

repeatable” (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p.42). The author of the present research makes sure 

the results are repeatable in two ways. First, the items of the questionnaire and the 

operationalization of the theoretical background are displayed quite comprehensible in this 

chapter and in the Appendix.  On the other hand, the used items were primarily borrowed 

from former studies so their reliability has already been proven. This can further be 

comprehended in chapter 3.3.  

Related to this, the presentation of the research process and especially the way the data was 

collected makes a replication of this research quite easy and tries to support this 

proceeding.  
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The last criterion a high quality research must fulfill, is validity. As Bryman and Bell 

(2011, p.42) explain: “Validity is concerned with the integrity of the conclusions that are 

generated from a piece of research.”  

The implication of the measurement or construct validity and the internal validity will be 

examined with the three measures of Yin (2009). 

The measure using multiple sources of evidence has been taken into consideration by 

making sure the number of responses fulfills the requirement of a scientific research in 

terms of quantity. Moreover, the introduction of the online survey explained exactly what 

kind of knowledge the participant must have to answer the questionnaire. That led to the 

possibility that both product managers and marketing managers could take part in the 

survey since there were no numerical success indicators required.  

The second measure, to establish a chain of evidence, was fulfilled by a thoughtful 

literature review which led to a well-developed research model. The causality was 

permanently tested by the supervisor and the colleague’s opponent works in the frame of 

the ongoing supervision meetings and the three seminars.   

The third measure, the review of the draft case study report by key informants, is basically 

covered with the second measure. Since the research is a quantitative one, there was no 

need to give back the results to the single participants afterwards.  

Additionally, McBurney and White (2009) recommend the execution of a pilot study. 

Based on this recommendation, a pilot survey was conducted in prior of the actual survey. 

The feedback of this pilot survey helped to ensure, the items were formulated in a way that 

enabled the participants to easily understand what the questions actually were asking 

about. 

3.2 Research Method 
Following three sections illustrate more in depth how the data collection was prepared and 

give insights in the process itself. 

3.2.1 Research Ethics 
Concerning research related ethical issues, Saunders and Lewis (2007) name particularly 

the situations of data collection, the data processing and storage, and data analysis and 

reporting as critical. In order to create trust, the front page of the survey declared strictly 

confidential usage of the given information and that the results will be published in a 

measured way so the information of the single participants would not be identifiable. 

Moreover, the participants had the choice, to voluntary give the name of the manufacturer 

with the comment that his personal detail, if given, will be published in the list of the 

participants. The risk of sharing details by forwarding an email was avoided by using a 

web based survey instead of an electronical formula. Another common issue is the 

processing and analysis of the collected information. However, this problem rather occurs 

within qualitative research, since the words are way deeper interpreted than in a 

quantitative research.  

Consequently, the issues arising from ethical issues are seen as appropriately taken into 

consideration and handled in a reasonable way. 
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3.2.2 Sampling Strategy 
According to Bryman and Bell (2011, p.176), the relevant population for a research is 

“[…] the universe of units from which the sample is to be selected.” For the present work, 

this population would be any firm operating in the consumer good industry. The selected 

subset of this population, as the authors further describe the sample, are firms providing 

durable and non-durable goods within the European Union. However, the focused firms are 

located in Germany, Sweden, Austria, Switzerland and the Netherlands. Reason for that is 

the expected similarity of the consumption and communication behaviors. Moreover, the 

approached firms offered mainly products within the categories: toys, food and beverage, 

households, and drugs and cosmetics.  

Bryman and Bell (2011) further describe two sample methods. The probability sample is 

characterized by the fact, that each unit of the population might be approached to 

participate in the study. Concerning dissertations, non-probability samples are rather used. 

This method does not use a random selection what leads to the fact that some units of the 

population got a higher chance to get approached than others. Latter approach was chosen 

for the present work, as well.  

Further, Saunders and Lewis (2007) categorization of non-probability sampling techniques 

was used to decide which method should be implemented. Out of the quota, - purposive, - 

snowball, - self-selection, - and convenience samples, the purposive approach was then the 

final choice (Saunders and Lewis, 2007). Within this approach, the researcher uses his 

judgement to choose units to be approached by their ability to answer the research 

question. Since the consumer goods industry contains numberless product types, a first 

categorization was made in order to allocate the responses afterwards (see chapter 3.3). A 

sampling by using these categories is called homogeneous sampling within the purposive 

sampling by Saunders and Lewis (2007).  

 

During the first wave (23.02.2016 – 16.03.2016), firms of the categories cars, toys, food 

and beverage, drugs and cosmetics were approached equally. However, reviewing the 

responses, the participating number of smaller firms was noticeable higher compared to the 

rather big firms and concerns. Furthermore, the number of non-durable goods was 

significantly higher than the durable goods. Consequently, the second wave focused on 

smaller firms and durable goods.  

 

After the second and last wave (16.03.2016 - 17.04.2016), the resulting sample sizes for 

durable goods are 29 units and 25 units of non-durable goods. 

 

3.2.3 Pilot Study 
Conducting a pilot study prior to the actual data collection aims to figure out if the 

questions in the questionnaire, or which research method is used, are understandable for 

the participants so the actually desired information is likely to be gathered (Saunders and 

Lewis, 2007). 

To test the practicability of the survey, the survey was tested by six test participants from 

the university surrounding. Since the survey was translated into three languages, most of 

the recommendations directed the formulation of the questions. These hints were used to 

simplify and clarify the items so the final questionnaire was formulated in a quite 

understandable manner.  
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3.3 The Questionnaire  
Following, a brief summary of the applied theoretical assumptions concerning the 

questionnaire design will be displayed. Further, the development of the single items, 

related to the theory and hypotheses, will be explained. 

3.3.1 Questionnaire Design 

As many authors of research method books mention, the design of a questionnaire is 

crucial in order to get any responses and to get the right responses. The appearance of the 

survey should motivate the respondent and be easy to understand (Saunders and Lewis, 

2007; Bryman and Bell, 2011; McBurney and White, 2009). Therefore, the questionnaire 

was designed and reworked very thoughtfully, taking literature advices into consideration.  

As recommended by Bryman and Bell (2011), the complete questionnaire was kept pretty 

short asking 12 questions all in all. However, the questions were split into nine sections, 

including the welcome and outline part. Consequently, the 6 short and easy “ice breaker” 

questions or introduction questions were bundled in one section. The progress was visible 

during the complete process, what should motivate the participants. The fact that after the 

introduction section, each of the six relaunch questions was presented in an own section, 

made the questionnaire quite clear and the progress line (page X of Y) indicated a quick 

process. As color accents, a medium deep purple was chosen since it psychologically 

suggests comfortability and trust.  

Due to the importance of the welcome section at the beginning, the author spend much 

effort in communicating the most important facts about the questionnaire in very few and 

understandable sentences. The tonality was rather friendly and personal than distanced in 

order to keep the audience motivated to actually fill out the survey completely. The 

provided information was about the surrounding of the survey, the Master thesis at 

Halmstad University, the topic and aim of the research, the offer to send the findings 

afterwards, a short explanation what is meant by product relaunch, the estimated time 

effort, the used ethical guideline and finally the acknowledgement, greetings and the 

contact email address for further questions.  

As recommended by Saunders and Lewis (2007), the order of the questions was organized 

in a way, that at the beginning rather enjoyable, quick and easy questions would motivate 

the participant, for example the product category. Later, the questions became more 

intense, like the rating of the actual achievement of set goals for the relaunch.  

The single items were formulated as short as any possible, so always about 10 words and 

never more than 15. Furthermore, the instructions were written in a quite understandable 

way like “Please select the media that were used for the relaunch communication”. Extra 

information was given if necessary, for example when multiple answers were possible. 

Usually there was no compulsion to answer the question, the only necessary information 

was the relaunch country, the broad consumer goods category (durable or non-durable) and 

the success rating. These questions appeared red with a comment when they were not 

answered. In contrast, the questions about the product name and the manufacturer were 

marked as voluntary to raise the trustworthiness and likelihood to proceed.  

Another critical point concerning the understandability and likelihood, according to 

Saunders and Lewis (2007), and also Bryman and Bell (2011), is the chosen response type. 

Due to the quantitative style of the research, open questions could easily be avoided. Only 

in the first section, the participants had to fill in some information on their own, like the 
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product name, the manufacturer, the year and country of the relaunch. Next to this, only 

list and rating questions were used. List questions with single choice were used for the 

industry category (durable / non-durable goods), the message appeal and the scheduling 

pattern. List questions with multiple choices were possible for the used media and the 

message credibility.  The category type was used for the product category only and was 

created in an interesting drop-down menu. Rating questions were used as often as possible 

but were only applicable for the rating of the changed attributes and the success rating of 

the single success dimensions.  

In order to create usability and fast and easy understandability, the questions and the 

response possibilities were created in a simple and repeating way. Like for example a 

uniform scale and scale labeling. The chosen scale was a five-point Likert scale, displayed 

in an intuitive increasing order, displaying numbers 1-5 above the selectable points. A 

written description of the single options was only used for the first and last option.  

Furthermore, the main reason to use google forms for the survey was the opportunity to 

easily implement pictures, what was necessary for the scheduling pattern, since the purely 

description of the two types would have been too abstract. The complete questionnaire can 

be seen in the used languages in the Appendix.  

3.3.2 Item Development 
In the introduction section, there are six questions, which ask for information about the 

actually relaunched product. The first four ask following detail: a) the product name 

(voluntary), b) the manufacturer name (voluntary), c) the year of the relaunch and d) in 

which country the relaunch was operated.  

Basically, all questions in the introduction aim to finally categorize the findings. They are 

used to distinct the results in relaunches before and after 2000 and particularly if there are 

different success factors for durable and non-durable goods. The question about the 

product category became more or less inapplicable because there were too many different 

product categories so there was no reliable population volume for each product category.  

Item 3: The consumer goods category 

Meinhardt, Kern, Kauffmann, Jahraus, and Lindemann (2010) classification of consumer 

goods into durable and non-durable goods was applied in the questionnaire, as well. This 

information is important for the further analysis since there is some evidence in the 

literature that the marketing and particularly the communication differs for distinct product 

categories due to the related involvement of the consumers (Gürhan-Canli and  

Maheswaran, 1998; Shiv and Fedorikhin, 1999; Park and Kim, 2001; Dens and De 

Pelsmacker, 2007).  

Since this categorization is quite important, this question was set as compulsory.  

Item 4: The product category 

In contrast to that, the question about the concrete product category has been voluntary. 

The reason to do so is mainly the ethical issue, that firms could see their anonymity in 

danger if they give the year and country of the relaunch (compulsory) and the exact 

product category. Particularly when there are few companies in one category, like in the 

car industry, the chance to find out the company by using the three details is quite high. 

In order to answer this, the participants could select one of the following categories or add 

another: Food, Beverage, Tobacco products, Clothing/ Accessories, Housewares, 
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Consumer electronics, Drugs / Cosmetics, Furniture / Decoration, Cars, Toys, Other. 

These categories were elaborated from the quite detailed categorization stated by Porter 

(1974). The reason for the re-categorization is that Porter (1974) used 42 categories. It 

appeared unreasonable to ask participants to check that many categories and was also not 

necessary for this work.  As an example, the distinction into meat, - frozen, - milk, - and 

bakery products was nonessential here. 

Item 5: The change attributes 

The first relaunch related item was the question to which extent the symbolic-, design-, and 

functional attributes of the product had been changed for the relaunch. This item bases on 

the discussion about the term relaunch and which modifications, to which extent, and on 

what attributes, are meant to be categorized as relaunch. Basically, these three aspects are 

the simplification of Kotler, Armstrong, Harris, and Piercy (2013) model Three level of 

product (see Appendix 5). The middle circle, called Actual product displays the 

dimensions Brand name, Quality level, Packaging, Design and Features. Furthermore, 

Kim, Sim, and Hahm, (2014) conducted a study using exactly the utilized modification 

aspects. This item asked the respondent to rate to which extent (1-5) the single attributes 

were changed.  

Item 6: The used media  

The next item asked about the media that were used for the relaunch campaign. The range 

of selectable media channels bases on the assumptions of several authors (Dahlen, Lange, 

and Smith, 2010; Fill, 2002). Latter author also mentioned Outdoor, Sales Promotion and 

Transport in this context. However, these channels did not appear in the study of Zhang, 

Zhou, and Shen (2014), where the item is primarily borrowed from. The actually listed 

media are following: television, radio, newspaper (print), magazines (print) and online. 

For the pilot survey, it also included mobile devises and newspaper and magazines without 

the comment (print). Due to some confusion, the mobile device was dismissed and the 

(print) comment was added.  

Item 7: The message appeal  

As Petty and Cacioppo (1986) elaborate in detail in their Elaboration Likelihood model, 

consumers proceed information in different ways. The impact of this fact on 

communication has further been researched by many authors (e.g. Greifeneder, Bless, and 

Kuschmann, 2007). The distinction into informational and transformational messages has 

therefore been applied several times before, for example in the studies of Dens and De 

Pelsmacker  (2007), and Wu and Wang (2011). In order to clarify what informational and 

transformational message appeals are, the two selectable options were formulated as 

follows:  

“Rational arguments, for example product function, benefits or value” 

“Emotional arguments, for example atmosphere, emotions or feelings”.  

Item 8: The message credibility  

The next item clarifies which elements were used in the relaunch campaign to create 

awareness and trustworthiness. The selection bases on Fill (2002) statement that there are 

different opportunities for a company to raise the credibility of the message. Basically, he 

mentions the initiator and the speakers person as the two alternatives. Since a relaunched 

product can already refer to a history of communication, the first alternative was applied 

for this item. In detail, the following selectable opportunities were given 
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brand (e.g. Tchibo), manufacturer (e.g. Unilever), previous version (e.g. Raider-> Twix), 

and none of them.   

Item 9: Scheduling pattern  

The item of the advertising pattern relates to the literature review about the media 

scheduling. Fill (1995) statement that a decreasing advertising pattern is frequently used 

for product launches, served as a basic approach to the scheduling issue. Again, it was 

assumed that the communication of the relaunch is comparable with the product launch 

due to the existence of new features.  

Regarding the 3 classifications of advertising patterns, flightning, pulsing and continuous, 

stated by Fill (1995), Zielske (1995) used the flightning and continuous pattern in his 

study. These patterns are borrowed for the item although the study and the actual figure 

show the recall behavior of the study participants and not the actual communication 

pattern. However, this fact was not seen as a problem since the recall behavior displays the 

communication pattern quite perfectly. As can be seen in Appendix 6, the two recall curves 

were reworked and displayed in two single figures.  

Item 10: Success dimensions  

The last item asked the participants to rate the extent to which the single success goals 

were achieved. In order to find the most suitable measures, an extensive investigation has 

been conducted. Following findings has been taken into consideration:  

Benedetto (1999) used Overall Profitability, Competitive Profitability, Competitive Sales 

and Competitive Market Share for his study about the key success factors for the product 

launch.  Hultink, Hart, Robben and Griffin (1999) in contrast stated 16 measures in the 

categories Overall Success Ratio, Customer Determined, Financial Performance and 

Product-Level Measures.  Lee, Lin, Wong, and Calatone (2011) finally used Market share, 

Profitability, Customer Satisfaction and Market Extension within the two categories 

Financial Performance and Strategic Performance as measures for their studies.  Based on 

these, the author decided to ask for the the achieved goals concerning Market share, 

Profitability and Customer Satisfaction.There results were further be accumulated to the 

overall success of the campaign, as well.  

3.4 Data Analysis 
For the data analysis the tool SPSS 20 was used. In order to answer the research question 

and hypotheses, basic statistical analysis were used like correlation analysis, frequency 

distribution and cross tabulations. Based on these methods, either correlation with the 

perceived campaign success was measured, or the actual practical handling was analyzed. 

Latter option assumes that clear patterns in practice indicate former positive experiences 

which would lead to a common approach in an industry.  

3.4.1 Frequency Distribution and Cross Tabulation 
These two methods were mainly used when no correlation was found and a statement 

about the relation to the campaigns success could therefore not be given. The frequency 

distribution shows how many respondents within one group, absolute and in percentage, 

chose which answer. With this information a trend within the practice could be identified. 

The cross tabulation could further display the distribution of answers combining two 

questions.  
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3.4.2 Pearson’s Correlation 
The Pearson’s r is a frequently used method to examine the correlation between two 

variables. The coefficient usually lies between -1 and 1. The sign (+ / -) indicates the 

direction of the relation, a positive coefficient means that the variables develop in the same 

direction while a negative one indicates that the increase of one variable leads to an 

decrease of the other. Further, the distance to 0 indicates the strength of the relation, 

meaning that the relation is the weaker the closer it is to 0.   

3.4.3 Coding 
Before developing the questionnaire, the requirements of the necessary analysis methods 

were taken into consideration. Following, the variable types and how they were coded for 

SPSS is explained. 

Item 1: Country of relaunch (category variable) 

 Nominal variable: Germany (0), Sweden (1), other European Country (2) 

Item 2: Year of relaunch (category variable) 

 Dichotomous variable: before 2000 (0), after 2000 (1) 

Item 3: The consumer good category (category variable) 

 Dichotomous variable: durable goods (0) non-durable goods (1) 

Item 4: The product category (category variable) 

 Nominal variable: food (0), beverage (1), tobacco products (2), Clothing / Accessories 

(3), Housewares (4), Consumer electronics (5), Drugs / Cosmetics (6),  

Furniture / Decoration(7), Cars(8), Toys (9), Other (10) 

Item 5: The change attributes (category variable)  

 Interval variable: Symbolic (1-5) 

 Interval variable: Design (1-5) 

 Interval variable: Functional (1-5) 

Item 6: The used media (independent variable) 

 Nominal variable: TV (0/1) 

Nominal variable: newspaper (0/1) 

Nominal variable: radio (0/1) 

Nominal variable: online (0/1) 

Nominal variable: magazines (0/1) 

 Nominal variable: others (0/1) 

Item 7: The message appeal (independent variable) 

 Dichotomous variable: rational (0), emotional (1) 

Item 8: The message credibility (independent variable) 

 Nominal variable: brand (0), manufacturer (1), previous version (2), none (3) 

 Reworked: brand and or manufacturer (0), previous version (1), none (2) 

Item 9: Scheduling (independent variable) 

 Dichotomous variable: emphasis (0), continuous (1) 

Item 10: Success dimensions (dependent variable) 

 Interval variable: Market share (1-5) 
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 Interval variable: Profitability (1-5) 

Interval variable: Customer satisfaction (1-5) 

3.4.4 Adjustments 
During the process of analysis, some points were adjusted. As has been mentioned before, 

an overall success measure was computed as the arithmetic mean of the three given success 

rates.  

For answering the question about the degree of change and the used message appeal, an 

overall arithmetic mean for all data sets and all three change aspects was computed. 

Depending on the actual arithmetic mean for all three success measures, each respondent 

was categorized as having a relatively high or relatively low average change rate.   

Related to the success measures, the author has further decided to not further analyze the 

correlations with the specific success measures. The reason why the success was queried 

with three aspects, is mainly that this procedure already has been applied and it was from 

interest of there are significant differences. However, the questionnaire asked particularly 

for the perceived achievement, what anyway leads to quite subjective results of the 

respondents since no numbers were requested. Consequently, an analysis of the single 

success measures would have led into a fuzzy speculation since the results did not show an 

outstanding remarkable pattern for the single success measures. As a result, the analysis 

mentions which success measures correlates with certain variables but will not be taken 

into consideration for the implications. 
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4. Empirical Material 
 

This chapter displays information about the participating firms and the overall raw data 

that was collected within the survey. 

 

The participating firms described the relaunch situation for 54 cases. Most of them, 44, 

took part in Germany and further 10 in the European Union like Sweden, Austria, 

Switzerland, Spain, Finland, Norway and Denmark.  

The described cases happened during 2001 and 2016. As mentioned before, the sample 

size of 54 relaunches consists of 29 durable and 25 non-durable goods.   

As visible in figure 9 below, food and beverages were the major cases in the non-durable 

goods category and households and toys the most frequent ones in the durable goods 

category.  

 
Figure 9 Recall behavior for different scheduling patterns 

 

Following three figures (10, 11, and 12) show the distribution of the respondent’s 

statements about the extent of different change aspects. For example, figure 10 shows that 

15 respondents said that they did not change any symbolic aspects while three stated a 

fundamental change for their relaunched product. It is recognizable that the distribution 

differs quite much between the different change aspects. Since the participants were asked 

to describe cases of product modifications, which were defined as rather smaller changes 

of the product and or package, it is just consistent that the design change was generally 

higher rated as symbolic and functional ones. The reason for this is also, that symbolic 

changes would rather describe a brand relaunch, what was not asked in the introduction. 

Further, functional changes are also difficult to rate with a higher rate, since it was clearly 

stated, that an old model should be replaced by a modified new one. Therefore, bigger 

changes would mean that a complete new product would have been launched, either as a 

following model like VW Golf V and VW Golf VI, or that an additional product would be 

introduced in form of a line extension.  
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Figure 10 Extent of symbolic change 

 

 

 
Figure 11 Extent of design change 
 

 

 
Figure 12 Extent of functional change 
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Further, figure 13 simply shows how many respondents the single media channels used (in 

percentage). The evaluation of the responses revealed that Outdoor, POS material, and 

fairs were mentioned quite often. Consequently, this responses were removed from the 

option “others” and included as own channels. 

 
Figure 13 Media usage 

 

 

Figure 14 shows the empirical data concerning the used message appeal. It reveals that 

65% of the complete (mixed) sample used an emotional appeal while just 35% went for the 

informational one. 

 
Figure 14 Message appeal 
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Resulting from the third question about the advertising strategy, figure 15 displays the 

usage distribution of the different scheduling patterns. It is obvious that the allocation is 

quite equal within the collected data.  

 
Figure 15 Scheduling pattern 
 

 

 

Figure 16 displays how many participants used the single credibility sources. Therefore, it 

was asked in the survey to mark the sources which were communicated to create trust and 

awareness, what stands for credibility. Since it became clear during the phone calls that for 

most of the firms brand and manufacturer are one and the same, the data was summed up at 

the end. The figure below shows the allocation of the used sources.   

 
Figure 16 Credibility source 

 

 

Figure 17, 18 and 19 display how the respondents perceived the achievement of the single 

success measures. For example, within the market share achievement, two stated that the 

goal was rather not achieved while three perceived this goal as exceeded. It is noticeable, 

that there was no case of a relaunch campaign that completely failed to meet the set goals. 

Further, it is interesting that the data shows high similarities between the achieved goals in 

terms of market share and profitability. Finally, it can be said, that the overall achievement 

of the goals was the best for the customer satisfaction.   
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Figure 17 Perceived goal achievement market share 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18 Perceived goal achievement profitability 

 

 

 
Figure 19 Perceived goal achievement customer satisfaction 
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5. Analysis and Discussion  
 

Within the following chapter, which is structured with the four success factors from the 

research model, the collected data will be analyzed regarding the eight hypotheses. 

Therefore, each hypothesis will be explained briefly and then examined separately for each 

of the three good categories- consumer goods in general, durable goods and non-durable 

goods. In the fourth part of each success factor analysis, the results will be discussed with 

comments from the author. 

 

Inter-correlation of success measures 

Due to the high inter-correlation of the three success measures, an „Overall success” 

variable has been created. This is the arithmetic mean of the collected data, and was also 

used to analyze the correlation between the single strategic advertising decisions and the 

perceived success of the relaunch campaign.  

Table 2 Inter-correlations success measures 

 Marketshare 

_success 

Profitability 

_success 

CustomerSatisfaction 

_success 

Marketshare 

_success 

Pearson Correlation 1 ,510
**

 ,586
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,000 ,000 

N 107 107 107 

Profitability 

_success 

Pearson Correlation ,510
**

 1 ,304
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000  ,001 

N 107 107 107 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Pearson Correlation ,586
**

 ,304
**

 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,001  

N 107 107 107 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

5.1 Data Analysis Success Factor Media Strategy 
Concerning the used media, the reviewed theory assumes that different media channels are 

more or less suitable for different communication situations (Katz, Haas, and Gurevitch, 

1973; Nysveen, Pedersen, and Thorbjørnsen, 2005). Related to the channel evaluation 

made by Fill (2002), using the criteria of Surmaneck (1995), it seems consistent that the 

usage of television and online advertisement are the most appropriate choice for the 

relaunch situation and should therefore positively correlate with the relaunch campaign’s 

success.  

Consequently, the following two hypotheses were formulated and tested 

H1: There is a positive correlation between the usage of TV and online advertisement, 

and the perceived achievement of success goals.   

 

H2: There is a positive correlation between the usage of certain (other) media 

channels, and the perceived achievement of success goals.   
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During the examination of the collected data, a noticeable number of participants 

mentioned the channels “Outdoor”, “POS” and “Fairs” in the open category “Others”. 

Therefore, these options were also included in the analysis.  

5.1.1 Analysis Success Factor Media Strategy for Consumer Goods in 

General 
In order to answer the hypotheses, the correlation analysis was first conducted for all the 

responses, including durable and non-durable goods, between the single media channels 

and the four success measures.  

Concerning the first hypothesis, there is a positive correlation between the usage of TV and 

online advertisement and the perceived customer satisfaction success, with a significance 

level of 0,047 and a Pearson Correlation Coefficient of 0,271. Therefore, H1 can be 

supported regarding the success measure customer satisfaction. Checking the correlations 

of the other media channels, regarding H2, it becomes clear that except the usage of TV, 

no channel has any correlation to one of the success measures within this overall goods 

category. Actually, H2 can only be supported for the correlation between TV usage and the 

perceived customer satisfaction success.  

Table 3 Correlations success measures and media channels (1), consumer goods 

 TV 

_usage 

NP 

_usage 

Radio 

_usage 

Online 

_usage 

Magazine 

_usage 

Marketshare 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,119 ,079 ,126 -,013 -,023 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,392 ,568 ,366 ,923 ,867 

N 54 54 54 54 54 

Profitability 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,085 ,197 ,166 ,115 ,175 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,539 ,153 ,230 ,407 ,206 

N 54 54 54 54 54 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,273

*
 ,000 ,210 -,141 -,077 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,046 1,000 ,128 ,308 ,582 

N 54 54 54 54 54 

Overall 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,229 ,120 ,234 -,029 ,025 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,096 ,386 ,088 ,837 ,860 

N 54 54 54 54 54 

 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).      
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Table 4 Correlations success measures and media channels (2), consumer goods 

 Outdoor 

_usage 

POS 

_usage 

Fairs 

_usage 

TVandOnline 

_usage 

 N 54 54 54 54 

Marketshare 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,154 ,091 -,053 ,150 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,265 ,514 ,706 ,279 

N 54 54 54 54 

Profitability 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
-,024 ,126 -,025 ,124 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,865 ,365 ,859 ,371 

N 54 54 54 54 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,229 -,228 -,042 ,271

*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,095 ,097 ,764 ,047 

N 54 54 54 54 

Overall 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,177 -,019 -,056 ,259 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,200 ,891 ,688 ,059 

N 54 54 54 54 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).      

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

5.1.2 Analysis Success Factor Media Strategy for Durable Goods 
Looking at the results within the durable goods category, some differences compared to the 

consumer goods in general can be noticed. First of all, H1 can be supported for the 

significant and positive correlation between the usage of TV and online advertisement and 

the perceived overall success measure. With a significance level of 0,03 and a Pearson 

Correlation Coefficient of 0,403, the relation is relatively stronger than the one for the 

consumer goods in general.  

Regarding H2, there are two relations which support the idea that certain media channels 

correlates with the perceived success of relaunch campaigns. On the one hand, the usage of 

online advertisement correlates with the perceived customer satisfaction success, however, 

the sign is negative. The correlation is also just close sufficiently significant on a level of 

0,42 and the actual correlation of -0,381 is as strong as the other relations. On the other 

hand, the correlation between the usage of POS material and the perceived profitability 

success is marginally more significant with a level of 0,027 and a Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient of 0,410.  Consequently, H2 can be supported for the correlation between the 

usage of POS material and the perceived profitability success.  
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Table 5 Correlations success measures and media channels (1), durable goods 

 TV 

_usage 

NP 

_usage 

Radio 

_usage 

Online 

_usage 

Magazine 

_usage 

Marketshare 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,259 ,148 ,164 ,010 -,259 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,175 ,443 ,394 ,958 ,175 

N 29 29 29 29 29 

Profitability 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,183 ,293 ,193 ,286 -,072 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,343 ,123 ,315 ,133 ,709 

N 29 29 29 29 29 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,284 ,189 ,307 -,381

*
 -,284 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,136 ,326 ,105 ,042 ,136 

N 29 29 29 29 29 

Overall 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,363 ,311 ,336 -,070 -,311 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,053 ,101 ,075 ,720 ,101 

N 29 29 29 29 29 

 

 
Table 6 Correlations success measures and media channels (2), durable goods 

 Outdoor 

_usage 

POS 

_usage 

Fairs 

_usage 

TVandOnline 

_usage 

Marketshare 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,194 ,194 -,016 ,304 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,312 ,312 ,935 ,109 

N 29 29 29 29 

Profitability 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
-,194 ,410

*
 ,016 ,233 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,312 ,027 ,935 ,223 

N 29 29 29 29 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,345 -,345 ,000 ,276 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,066 ,066 1,000 ,147 

N 29 29 29 29 

Overall 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,189 ,095 ,000 ,403

*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,326 ,625 1,000 ,030 

N 29 29 29 29 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).      
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5.1.3 Analysis Success Factor Media Strategy for Non-durable Goods 
Analyzing the data within the non-durable goods category gives new insights. Concerning 

the first hypothesis, no correlation between the usage of TV and online advertisement and 

a success measure can be found. Consequently, H1 must be rejected for this category. 

Regarding the second hypothesis, the correlation of any media channel and a success 

measure, the relation between the usage of magazines and the perceived profitability 

success is quite recognizable. With a significance level of 0,007 and a Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient of 0,523 this relation is the strongest so far what leads to support of H2 for 

these variables.  

 
Table 7 Correlations success measures and media channels (1), non-durable goods 

 TV 

_usage 

NP 

_usage 

Radio 

_usage 

Online 

_usage 

Magazine 

_usage 

Marketshare 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
-,204 ,005 ,028 -,053 ,216 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,329 ,980 ,895 ,802 ,300 

N 25 25 25 25 25 

Profitability_

success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
-,241 ,068 ,060 -,115 ,523

**
 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,246 ,747 ,775 ,585 ,007 

N 25 25 25 25 25 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,121 -,262 -,131 ,090 ,120 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,565 ,206 ,532 ,670 ,566 

N 25 25 25 25 25 

Overall 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
-,130 -,086 -,022 -,028 ,342 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
,534 ,683 ,918 ,896 ,094 

N 25 25 25 25 25 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 8 Correlations success measures and media channels (2), non-durable goods 

 Outdoor 

_usage 

POS 

_usage 

Fairs 

_usage 

TVandOnline 

_usage 

Marketshare

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,131 ,053 -,130 -,204 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,532 ,802 ,535 ,329 

N 25 25 25 25 

Profitability_

success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,201 -,076 -,134 -,241 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,335 ,716 ,524 ,246 

N 25 25 25 25 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,151 -,090 -,194 ,121 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,470 ,670 ,353 ,565 

N 25 25 25 25 

Overall 

_success 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,200 -,041 -,193 -,130 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,339 ,844 ,355 ,534 

N 25 25 25 25 

 

5.1.4 Discussion Success Factor Media Strategy 
H1 analysis results and comments 

As conclusion, the data from the survey supports at least partially the assumption that there 

is a relation between the usage of TV and online advertisement and the perceived relaunch 

campaign’s success. While there is no connection within the non-durable goods category at 

all, the correlation of these channels and the perceived customer satisfaction success is 

significant in the general consumer good analysis. The most conclusive finding however is 

the correlation of the two channels with the perceived overall success, which was found in 

the durable goods category.  

On the search for an explanation, it must be taken into consideration that the assumption 

that TV and online advertisement should be the best fit for the relaunch campaign, bases on 

criteria which solely respect the communication objectives of the relaunch situation 

(Surmaneck, 1995). Requirements, which depend on the individual initial point of the 

brands and products, are ignored in this criteria model. However, factors like the extent of 

the existing brand recall, buying motive of the product category, product image, or the 

degree of need for explanation of the product category might also play a big role when it 

comes to the media usage decision.  

Taking such aspects into consideration, the results show how differently crucial it is for 

different good categories that the communication medium can transport information in 

versatile forms and depth. TV and online advertisement both possess the ability to present 

information in a text, audio and audiovisual format. Related to this, they are both 

predestined to transport relatively much information due to their entertaining abilities. 

Regarding the definitions of durable and non-durable goods (Meinhardt, Kern, Kauffmann, 

Jahraus, and Lindemann, 2010), it just seems consistent that customers within the purchase 

process of durable goods are more motivated to process information than for non-durable 

goods (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). Consequently, the communication for durable goods is 
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rather in the position to spread a higher amount of details which on the other hand needs a 

vehicle which can do so in an adequate way.  

H2 analysis results and comments 

Looking at the other media channels’ correlations; it is pretty interesting that POS material 

shows a positive correlation within the durable goods category and not in the non-durable 

one. This is in so far surprising, because POS material affects the consumer in the actual 

moment of the purchase when he is already standing in front of the product. This fact is a 

kind of standing in contrast to the assumption, based on the ELM of Petty and Cacioppo 

(1986), that durable goods are rather predestined to convince with informational than with 

emotional arguments. Since the consumer is target of many different sensual influences at 

the point of sale, one might assume that emotional approaches are rather successfully 

proceeded in this situation than detailed information, which should be more relevant for 

non-durable goods.  

Another interesting finding is the strong correlation between magazine usage and the 

perceived profitability success within the non-durable goods category. Due to the strong 

significance level and the quite high correlation coefficient, it seems to be justified to say 

that the usage of this medium is recommendable for relaunch campaigns of non-durable 

goods. 

In the aim of giving recommendations from these insights, statements for the success factor 

TV and online advertisement on the general consumer goods level are rather daring. Since 

the correlation coefficient is relatively low, the applicability is rather unrealistic because a 

product is always either a durable- or non-durable good, or the results for these two 

categories are profoundly different. 

5.2 Data Analysis Success Factor Credibility Source  
As mentioned in chapter 2.3.2, Fill (1995) states the need for creating credibility for 

modifications and line- or brand extensions. As he classifies the opportunities in two 

categories, linking the trust and awareness to the communication initiator or to the speakers 

person, first opportunity seems to be more reasonable since a modified or extended product 

already possess some awareness and name recall. This idea is supported by several authors 

who have already proven that the linkage to an existing brand or product is beneficial 

(Smith and Park, 1992; Park and Kim, 2001; Lai, 2006; Dens and De Pelsmacker, 2007).  

Since there was no suggestion so far which linkage would be the most promising one, the 

hypotheses in this context were quite open and just assumed that any of the brand, 

manufacturer or previous version linkage would be the best for the product relaunch 

situation.  

After talking to several firms on the phone it became clear that for most of them the brand 

and the manufacturer name are basically the same, therefore the previous formulated fourth 

and fifth hypothesis, separating the communicated link to the brand and the manufacturer 

name, was reworked. Previous H4 and H5 developed into H4/5 which combines the two 

possibilities in form of mentioning at least one of the two. 
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H3: There is a positive correlation between the communicated link to the previous 

product version, and the perceived achievement of success goals.   

(H4: There is a positive correlation between the communicated link to the brand, and the 

perceived achievement of success goals.   

H5: There is a positive correlation between the communicated link to the manufacturer, 

and the perceived achievement of success goals.) 

H4/5: There is a positive correlation between the communicated link to the brand and 

or manufacturer, and the perceived achievement of success goals.   

5.2.1 Analysis Success Factor Credibility Source for Consumer Goods in 

General 
Looking at the cross tabulation for the two credibility sources, brand and or manufacturer 

(brandandmanu) and previous version, one can say that in the category consumer goods in 

general a focus on the communication of the brand and or manufacturer name can be 

summarized. 41 of the 53 respondents did only use the brand and or manufacturer name 

and not the linkage to the previous version.  

 
Table 9 Cross tabulation credibility sources, consumer goods 
Count 

 Credibility_ 

previous version 

Total 

No Yes 

Credibility 

_brandandmanu 

No 2 3 5 

Yes 41 7 48 

Total 43 10 53 

 

Coming to the third hypothesis, the communicated linkage to the previous version merely 

shows a correlation to the profitability success measure. Even when the significance level 

is quite good with 0,007 and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient of -0,363 is also not too 

weak, this correlation has a negative sign and therefore leads to a rejection of H3 for this 

category.  

Looking at the correlation between the two credibility sources with the four success 

measures, it is interesting that the linkage to the brand and or manufacturer name has a 

quite significant, positive correlation with the perceived profitability success with a 

significance level of 0,007 and a Pearson Correlation Coefficient of 0,361. However, this 

credibility source also shows a correlation, less significant with a level of 0,026, with the 

perceived customer satisfaction success. This correlation, with a Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient of -0,304, is negative and is marginally weaker than the one with the 

profitability success. Therefore, H4/5 can be supported for the positive correlation to the 

perceived profitability success measure.  
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Table 10 Correlations success measures and credibility sources, consumer goods 

 Credibility 

_brandandmanu 

Credibility 

_previous version 

 N 53 53 

Marketshare_success 

Pearson Correlation -,010 -,052 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,943 ,710 

N 54 53 

Profitability_success 

Pearson Correlation ,361
**

 -,363
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,007 ,007 

N 54 53 

CustomerSatisfaction 

_success 

Pearson Correlation -,304
*
 -,047 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,026 ,740 

N 54 53 

Overall_success 

Pearson Correlation -,005 -,201 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,974 ,148 

N 54 53 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).      

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

5.2.2 Analysis Success Factor Credibility Source for Durable Goods 
Looking at the data of this category, it has to be noted that there are only two data sets 

which used the linkage to the previous version but not to the brand and or manufacturer 

name. This fact should be kept in mind during the analysis and interpretation of the results, 

which should rather be understood as a hint into which direction the trend might go.  

Since the linkage to the previous version is negatively correlated to two success measures, 

with significance levels of 0,003 and 0,039 and Pearson Correlation Coefficients of             

-0,547 and -0,393, it stands in a quite obvious contrast to the credibility alternative brand 

and or manufacturer. Similar to the general consumer goods category, the linkage to the 

brand and or manufacturer name shows one positive and one negative correlation to 

success measures. 

Consequently, H3 must be rejected for sure. H4/5 however can be supported for the 

perceived success of the profitability, but must be rejected for the other success measures.  
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Table 11 Correlations success measures and credibility sources, durable goods 

 Credibility 

_brandandmanu 

Credibility 

_previous version 

Marketshare_success 

Pearson Correlation -,056 -,109 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,773 ,580 

N 29 28 

Profitability_success 

Pearson Correlation ,461
*
 -,547

**
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,012 ,003 

N 29 28 

CustomerSatisfaction 

_success 

Pearson Correlation -,463
*
 -,157 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,011 ,424 

N 29 28 

Overall_success 

Pearson Correlation -,063 -,393
*
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,744 ,039 

N 29 28 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).      

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

5.2.3 Analysis Success Factor Credibility Source for Non-durable Goods 
 

Concerning the correlation of different credibility sources with the four success measures 

within the non-durable goods category, the evaluation of the SPSS results, shown in 

table11, does not give too much material to analyze.  The correlation for the linkage to the 

previous version could not even be computed since all the 10 data sets which used this link 

are within the durable goods category. Irrespective of this, there was no correlation 

between the linkage to the brand and or manufacturer name and any success measure 

found.  

Consequently, H3 cannot be answered for the non-durable goods category, and if one 

nevertheless wants to answer H4/5 for this category, it must be rejected.  
 

Table 12 Correlations success measures and credibility sources, non-durable goods 

 Credibility 

_brandandmanu 

Credibility 

_previous version 

Marketshare_success 

Pearson Correlation ,141 .
a
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,502 . 

N 25 25 

Profitability_success 

Pearson Correlation ,167 .
a
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,426 . 

N 25 25 

CustomerSatisfaction 

_success 

Pearson Correlation ,265 .
a
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,200 . 

N 25 25 

Overall_success 

Pearson Correlation ,241 .
a
 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,246 . 

N 25 25 

a. Cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant.    
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5.2.4 Discussion Success Factor Credibility Source     
A clear distinction between H3 and H4/5 is not useful in this case because the 

interpretation builds on the same underlying assumptions, so they will be discussed 

together. 

Analysis results 

Generally, the interpretation of the results concerning H3 and H4/5 can especially be done 

for the consumer goods in general and the durable goods category. This is because the data 

set delivered 41 answers which communicated the linkage to the brand and or 

manufacturer name, but only 10 which used the linkage to the previous version, and all of 

them are in the durable goods category.  

Since H3 was rejected for both categories, because the existing correlations between the 

linkage to the previous version and success measures show a negative sing, it seems 

reasonable to conclude that this alternative is not associated with a positive influence on 

the perceived success of relaunch campaigns.  

In contrast, the linkage to the credibility sources brand and or manufacturer shows more 

ambivalent correlations and might therefore not be as easy to summarize. On the one hand, 

the positive correlation to the perceived profitability success is particularly in the durable 

goods category quite conclusive. On the other hand, there are also negative correlations 

with the perceived customer satisfaction success.   

 

Comments 

The conclusions above stand in contrast with some considerations that have been made 

before. Based on the idea that the involvement level during the purchase of durable and 

non-durable goods are different (Percy and Donovan, 1991), and the related assumption of 

Greifeneder, Bless, and Kuschmann (2007), that more product information should be 

communicated when the customer’s motivation to process information is high, the author 

presumed that there are differences between the success correlation of the credibility 

source within the durable- and non-durable goods categories. Since the involvement in the 

durable-goods category purchase might be higher because the good is not consumed after 

one use, this would lead to a higher motivation to process information and a rather 

successful communication of more information. More information in this context would be 

the product specific differences between the previous product models, less information as a 

superficial and rather emotional linkage to the brand and or manufacturer name. 

 

Finally, the findings show almost exactly the opposite of the previously assumed relation 

between the credibility source and success measures. On the other hand, the fact that 1/3 of 

the durable goods communicated a link to the previous version, whereas none of the 25 

non-durable good cases used this link, indicates an obvious trend of the handling in 

practice. Combining negative correlations of the linkage to the previous version and the 

general focus on using the brand and or manufacturer name to create trust and awareness 

for product modifications within both product categories, leads to the common insight that 

focusing on the names of brands and manufacturer seems to be more suitable for the 

relaunch communication than highlighting improvements on the product level.  
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5.3 Data Analysis Success Factor Message Appeal 
According to the Elaboration Likelihood Model of Petty and Cacioppo (1986), there are 

two ways of proceeding information. Related to this, there are some assumptions in the 

theory, which message appeal is more successful for different communication situations 

than the other (see chapter 2.3). Based on the idea of Srivastava (1987), that more 

information should be communicated the newer the product is, following hypothesis was 

formulated 

H6: Relaunch campaigns with a relatively big change rate (in symbolic, design and 

functional attributes) rather communicate an informational appeal than the ones with 

a relatively low change rate. 

The other hypothesis is related to Dens and De Pelsmacker (2010), who state that an 

emotional appeal is more successful for low involvement products. In this context,            

non-durable goods have already been categorized as rather low involvement products. The 

resulting hypothesis therefore is to be analyzed 

H7: Relaunch campaigns of non-durable goods communicate the emotional appeal 

more often than the ones for durable goods. 

5.3.1 Analysis Success Factor Message Appeal for Consumer Goods in 

General 
Looking at the frequency distribution in the category consumer goods in general, it 

becomes clear that the assumption of H6, that products with a relatively high average 

change rate rather use informational messages, cannot be supported. Looking at table 12, 

one can see that the informational appeal was used by 19 of the 54 participants. The 

majority of these participants are allocated to the relatively low average change rate 

category. 

Consequently, H6 must be rejected. Generally, the emotional appeal was used almost twice 

as often as the informational one and the ones who used the informational appeal 

predominantly had a low average change rate.  
 

Table 13 Cross tabulation Message appeal and Average change rate, consumer goods 

Count 

 Average change rate Total 

low high 

Message 

_appeal 

Informational 12 7 19 

Emotional 23 12 35 

Total 35 19 54 

 

5.3.2 Analysis Success Factor Message Appeal for Durable Goods  
As table 14 below shows, the 29 durable goods cases use the emotional and informational 

appeal almost equally, same can be identified for the categories of low and high average 

change rates. Consequently, H6 must be rejected for the durable goods category since the 

informational appeal is not used more frequently than the emotional one within the high 

average change rate category. 
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Table 14 Cross tabulation Message appeal and Average change rate, durable goods 

Count 

 Average change rate Total 

low high 

Message

_appeal 

Informational 7 7 14 

Emotional 7 8 15 

Total 14 15 29 

5.3.3 Analysis Success Factor Message Appeal for Non-durable Goods 
As table 15 below shows, the 25 non-durable goods cases used the emotional appeal four 

times more often than the informational one. The analysis, if the informational appeal was 

rather used when the change rate was relatively high or low, is therefore quite 

inconclusive. However, having a look on the data, the five informational appeal cases are 

quite equally distributed to the low and high average change rate categories. 

Consequently, H6 must also be rejected for the non-durable goods category.  

Table 15 Cross tabulation Message appeal and Average change rate, non-durable goods 

Count 

 Average change rate Total 

low high 

Message

_appeal 

Informational 3 2 5 

Emotional 10 10 20 

Total 13 12 25 

 

Concerning H7, table 15 below shows that cases within the non-durable goods category 

applied the emotional appeal way more often than the informational one. Consequently, H7 

can be supported. The validity of this result is supported by the contrasting allocation 

within the durable goods category, which is quite equal for the emotional and 

informational appeal.  
 

Table 16 Frequency distribution Message appeal 
 Emotional appeal Informational appeal 

Non-durable goods (n=25) 80% 20% 

Durable goods (n=29) 48% 52% 

 

After the higher frequency of emotional message appeals within the non-durable goods 

category was proven, it was from interest, if there also exists a correlation between the 

applied message appeal and any success measure. However, as tables 16 and 17 below 

show, no correlation, neither positive nor negative, in the durable- and non-durable goods 

category, could be found. 
 

Table 17 Correlation Message appeal and success measures, durable goods  

 Marketshare 

_success 

Profitability 

_success 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Overall 

_success 

Message

_appeal 

Pearson Correlation ,127 ,077 ,350 ,288 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,512 ,690 ,062 ,130 

N 29 29 29 29 
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Table 18 Correlation Message appeal and success measures, non-durable goods  

 Marketshare 

_success 

Profitability 

_success 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Overall 

_success 

Message

_appeal 

Pearson Correlation ,031 ,204 -,205 ,000 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,882 ,328 ,325 1,000 

N 25 25 25 25 

 

5.3.4 Discussion Success Factor Message Appeal 
H6 analysis result and comments 

After the assumption that more information should be communicated the newer the product 

is (Srivastava, 1987) was rejected for all three product categories, it becomes clear that the 

factor of innovativeness is not the crucial one when it comes to the decision which 

message appeal will be applied. As has been discussed in chapter 5.1.4, the choice if 

products’ benefits should be marketed with an emotional or informational appeal, might 

also depend on the predetermined circumstances of the individual brand or product, and the 

product category specifications.  

After reviewing the results, concerning the ELM (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) and 

Srivastava (1987) statement, it seems obvious that such assumptions at least require cases, 

which are more similar in their preconditions. Meaning, that for example the specific 

product category, like soft drinks, should be the same and also the brand awareness should 

be approximately on a comparable level in order to further examine the message appeal 

frequency distribution for different degrees of change.  

H7 analysis results and comments  

In contrast to the results of H6, the findings clearly support the assumption of H7, which 

revealed that the frequency of emotional message appeals is significantly higher within the 

non-durable goods category than in the durable goods category. The fact, that the 

emotional appeal was used exactly four times more often from cases within the non-

durable goods category whereas the two appeals were used quite equally within the durable 

goods category allows a confident statement about the handling of the message appeal 

matter in practice.  

In search of evidence for a correlation, that could allow a statement about the relation 

between the choice of the message appeal and the perceived success of the relaunch 

campaign, the analysis revealed no statistical connection within the given data sets. 

However, assumed that the specific product category and the individual firm / brand 

preconditions play a significant role, the correlation analysis should rather be done within 

groups of higher similarities.  

5.4 Data analysis Success Factor Advertising Scheduling 
Zielske (1959) showed in his study that the information recognition, of communication 

with an emphasis on the beginning of the campaign, decreases rapidly afterwards and the 

effect almost disappears after the communication. However, other authors describe the 

emphasizing communication at the beginning as an useful and common practice for the 

product launch (Fill, 1995).  
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The last and rather open formulated hypothesis will therefore be tested                  

H8: There is a correlation between the perceived achievement of the relaunch success 

and a certain scheduling pattern.  

5.4.1 Analysis Success Factor Advertising Scheduling for Consumer 

Goods in General 
Looking at the results of the correlation analysis between the advertising scheduling type 

and the success measures within the general consumer goods category, it gets clear, that 

there is no correlation with any success measure. Consequently, H8 must be rejected for 

this category.  

 

Further, the data was analyzed for any frequency pattern. However, as can be seen in table 

19, the frequency distribution of the two scheduling patterns is almost equal.  

 
Table 19 Correlations Scheduling type and success measures, consumer goods 

 Marketshare 

_success 

Profitability 

_success 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Overall 

_success 

Scheduling

_type 

Pearson 

Correlation 
-,100 -,102 ,022 -,079 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,470 ,462 ,877 ,569 

N 54 54 54 54 

 
 

Table 20 Frequency distribution Scheduling type, consumer goods 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Emphasis 27 50,0 50,0 50,0 

Continuous 26 48,1 48,1 98,1 

999 1 1,9 1,9 100,0 

Total 54 100,0 100,0  

 

5.4.2 Analysis Success Factor Advertising Scheduling for Durable Goods 
Looking at the results of the correlation analysis between the scheduling type and the 

success measures within the durable goods category, it gets clear, that there is no 

correlation with any success measure, as well. Consequently, H8 must be rejected for this 

goods category.  

Further, the data was analyzed for any frequency pattern. However, as can be seen in table 

22, the frequency distribution of the emphasis and continuous pattern is almost equal.  

 
Table 21 Correlations Scheduling type and success measures, durable goods 

 Marketshare 

_success 

Profitability 

_success 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Overall 

_success 

Scheduling 

_type 

Pearson 

Correlation 
,074 -,074 -,088 -,048 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,702 ,702 ,650 ,804 

N 29 29 29 29 
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Table 22 Frequency distribution Scheduling type, durable goods 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Emphasis 13 44,8 44,8 44,8 

Continuous 16 55,2 55,2 100,0 

Total 29 100,0 100,0  

 

5.4.3 Analysis Success Factor Advertising Scheduling for Non-durable 

Goods 
Looking at the results of the correlation analysis of the scheduling type and the success 

measures within the non-durable goods category, it gets clear, that there is no correlation 

with any success measure. Consequently, H8 must be rejected for this goods category.  

 

Further, the data was analyzed for any frequency pattern. However, as can be seen in table 

24, the frequency distribution of the emphasis and continuous pattern is almost equal. 

 
Table 23 Correlations Scheduling type and success measures, non-durable goods 

 Marketshare 

_success 

Profitability 

_success 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

_success 

Overall 

_success 

Scheduling 

_type 

Pearson 

Correlation 
-,141 -,167 ,084 -,090 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,500 ,426 ,689 ,668 

N 25 25 25 25 

 
Table 24 Frequency distributions scheduling type, non-durable goods 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Emphasis 14 56,0 56,0 56,0 

Continuous 10 40,0 40,0 96,0 

999 1 4,0 4,0 100,0 

Total 25 100 100,0  

 

5.4.4 Discussion Success Factor Advertising Scheduling 
Analysis results 

Reviewing the results of the scheduling item for the three categories, it is quite obvious 

that based on the collected data, there is no statement about the suitability of a specific 

scheduling pattern for the relaunch campaign possible. Neither for durable nor for non-

durable goods, any correlation could be found. Furthermore, the frequency distribution 

analysis revealed, that the application of the two scheduling patterns is remarkable equal in 

all categories.  

Comments 

Even though the findings did not point out a particular suitable or frequently used 

scheduling alternative, it reflects perfectly the contrariety of the two given theoretical 

assumptions of this context. While Fill (1995) assumes that an emphasis of the 

communication on the beginning of the launch campaign is specifically suitable, Zielske 

(1959) proves the rapid decrease of information recall within his study in a quite 
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impressive way (see Appendix 7). This allows several inferences for this work. On the one 

hand, one might point to the different stages in the product life cycle. Fill (1995) gives this 

recommendation for product launches whereas it was applied for the product relaunch in 

this dissertation. Reason for applying the idea to another situation is the fact that both 

communications focus on the same matter- that something new is offered, either in a 

symbolic, design or functional point of view. Since the emphasis pattern does not show any 

correlation to any success measure, it might indicate that the extent of newness for product 

relaunches is not high enough to apply this pattern.   

Regarding the absence of any correlation of the continuous pattern, borrowed from Zielske 

(1959) study, it is important to clarify that the experimental setup of this study compared 

two very diverse patterns. The emphasizing figure actually stopped after a few weeks while 

the other one communicated in an exact continuous intensity for the whole campaign. 

Since both types are extremes and actually highlight the progress of information recall, it 

seems just natural that none of the given patterns are associated with the perceived 

relaunch success.  

The assumption of a middle course in form of a moderate emphasis on the beginning but a 

generally continuous communication is also supported by the other analysis which was 

done in order to find frequency patterns. In this case it is actually remarkable how 

consistent the results are. Within all three categories, the distribution of the two scheduling 

patterns is almost exactly 50:50 with a maximum of 5 percentage points difference. 

When it comes to an overall statement concerning the implication of these findings, one 

can note that the frequency distribution of the two advertising patterns is remarkable equal 

in all categories. This might indicate that the, already mentioned, middle path is common 

for a proven reason. It is further possible that the actual application of the relative emphasis 

depends on factors like the extent of the brand awareness, industry / market standards or 

the actual budget of the firm.  

5.5 Overall Analysis Results 
Following, a summary of the key findings from the hypotheses examination with some 

comments about their practical implication. Since the direct implications from the findings 

highly depend on the single research aspects, the author preferred to give some comments 

about it right after the summary of the results of the hypothesis. Thereby, a better 

understanding of the evolvement of the ideas should be guaranteed. The rather theoretical 

implications will then be discussed in chapter 6 when it comes to the overall research 

question and the achievement of the purpose.  

The results for H1 revealed that the usage of both media channels, TV and online, has a 

rather weak positive correlation with the perceived Customer Satisfaction success measure 

in the general consumer goods category but a relatively strong one with the perceived 

Overall success measure for durable goods. In contrast, there was no correlation found for 

the non-durable goods category. Related to this, H2 analyzed the connection of all media 

channels with any success measure. The findings are quite ambiguous: While the positive 

correlation between the usage of magazines and the perceived profitability success is quite 

high for non-durable goods, the positive connection between the usage of POS material 

and the perceived profitability success is slightly weaker within the durable goods 

category. Eventually, the positive correlation of TV usage and the perceived Customer 

Satisfaction success has the weakest expressiveness. Additionally, a negative correlation 
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between the online usage and the perceived Customer Satisfaction success was found. Due 

to the often quite weak correlations with a variety of success measures and the existence of 

a negative relation, there is no specific medium which can be identified clearly as having a 

positive relation with the perceived success of the relaunch campaigns. However, the 

findings concerning the usage of Magazines within the non-durable goods category can 

allow a cautious implication about its suitability for the relaunch of this type of goods. 

While H3 basically could only be tested for the durable goods category, there could not be 

found any positive correlation between the used linkage to previous product versions and 

any success measure. However, there were some negative correlations found for this 

credibility source. Furthermore, this linkage was only used from respondents within the 

durable goods industry. Consequently, based on the collected data, following two 

implications can be drawn. First, a linkage to the previous model is not so common for 

firms within the non-durable goods industry. Second, for the 1/3 of the durable good firms, 

which communicated a link to the previous model, the correlation shows a negative 

connection to the perceived profitability and overall success what rather leads to a 

dissuasion of this method. 

Compared to the link to the previous version, the results of H4/5 show more ambiguity 

concerning the relation between the linkage of brand and or manufacturer name and the 

perceived success of relaunch campaigns. First of all, there was no correlation for the        

non-durable cases identifiable. Second, within the durable goods category, a positive 

correlation of this credibility source with the perceived profitability success was found but 

also a negative one with the perceived customer satisfaction success. These results are also 

reflected within the findings for the general consumer goods category. Due to the bilateral 

relation of this linkage type, an overall statement concerning the recommendation doesn’t 

seem to be appropriate. However, in combination with the findings of H3, there is at least a 

trend recognizable that the firms of the durable goods industry use the linkage to the brand 

and or manufacturer name more frequently and the correlation indicates, compared to the 

other alternative, a higher chance for a positive impact.  

Looking at the results of the hypothesis tests, it is noticeable that H6 and H7 are the only 

ones which could be supported explicitly and without constraints. H6 revealed a very clear 

result: the emotional message appeal is used at least equally often as the informational one, 

concerning the average change rate. Regarding H7, it is quite interesting that the 

respondents within the non-durable goods category chose the emotional appeal even four 

times more frequently than the informational one. And even if there was no correlation 

with any success measure found, it can be assumed that firms within the non-durable goods 

industry might have experienced a positive impact from the emotional message appeal 

what explains that 80% of these respondents decided for this alternative. The implication 

therefore is that for non-durable goods the chance for a positive influence from an 

emotional appeal seems to be higher than from an informational one. Since respondents 

from the durable goods industry chose both alternatives equally, no specific implication 

seems to be appropriate for this category. 

Another clear result could be found testing H8. The choice of an emphasizing or 

continuous advertising scheduling pattern neither correlates with any success measure, nor 

is there any tendency which alternative is rather used in practice. Consequently, in can be 

concluded that based on this data, the advertising scheduling pattern had no impact on the 

success of the relaunch campaign. However, it is still possible that more homogenous data 

might come to another conclusion.  
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Table 25 Overall hypotheses examination 

Hypothesis Test results 

General durable Non-durable 

H1: There is a 

positive correlation 

between the usage of 

TV and online 

advertisement, and the 

perceived 

achievement of 

success goals.   

Yes: 

With perceived 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

success 

Yes:  

With perceived 

Overall success 

No 

H1 comment - - - 

H2: There is a 

positive correlation 

between the usage of 

certain (other) media 

channels, and the 

perceived 

achievement of 

success goals.   

Yes: 

TV usage and 

perceived 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

success 

Yes:  

POS usage and 

perceived 

profitability 

success 

Yes: Magazine and 

perceived 

profitability success 

H2 comment - Negative 

correlation between 

Online usage and 

perceived 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

success 

- 

H3: There is a 

positive correlation 

between the 

communicated link to 

the previous product 

version, and the 

perceived 

achievement of 

success goals.   

No No - 

H3 comment Negative 

correlation with 

perceived 

profitability 

success 

Negative 

correlation with 

perceived 

profitability 

success and the 

overall success 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H4/5: There is a Yes:  Yes: No 
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positive correlation 

between the 

communicated link to 

the brand and or 

manufacturer, and the 

perceived 

achievement of 

success goals.   

With perceived 

Profitability 

success 

With perceived 

Profitability 

success 

H4/5 comment Negative 

correlation with 

perceived 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

success 

Negative 

correlation with 

perceived 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

success 

- 

H6: Relaunch 

campaigns with a 

relatively big change 

rate (in symbolic, 

design and functional 

attributes) rather 

communicate an 

informational appeal 

than the ones with a 

relatively low change 

rate. 

No No No 

H6 comment The emotional 

appeal was used 

more often 

The emotional and 

informational 

appeal were used 

equally 

Emotional  appeal 

was used four times 

more often than the 

informational one 

 

H7: Relaunch 

campaigns of non-

durable goods 

communicate the 

emotional appeal 

more often than the 

ones for durable 

goods. 

 

Yes 

 

 

H7 comment Yes, but no correlation between message appeal and any 

success measure 

H8: There is a 

correlation between 

the perceived 

achievement of the 

relaunch success and a 

certain scheduling 

pattern. 

No No No 

H8 comment No correlation found 

Frequency distributions of scheduling patterns quite equal 
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6. Conclusion 
 

The sixth chapter will reflect the results of this work from both sides, the practical and 

theoretical point of view. Since research in the business field aims to provide valuable 

insights for practitioners the practical reflection part concludes the work from their point of 

view. The theoretical reflection further concludes the work rather from a research relevant 

angle. Finally the chapter will be closed with the experienced limitation of the study and 

the resulting recommendations for future researches.  

 

6.1 Managerial reflection 
As has been stated in the purpose of this study, the overall aim of this work was to identify 

certain advertising strategy aspects which have a positive influence on the success of 

product relaunch campaigns. 

Therefore, the overall research question: “To which extent do certain aspects of the 

advertising strategy influence the success of a product relaunch campaigns and which 

strategic decisions support the relaunch campaign the best?” was split into the three     

sub-research questions: 

SQ1: Do the selected media channels correlate with the success of the product 

relaunch campaign and if yes, which media support the relaunch campaign the best? 

SQ2: Does the applied advertising message correlate with the success of the product 

relaunch campaign and if yes, which alternatives support the relaunch campaign the 

best? 

SQ3: Does the advertising scheduling correlate with the success of the product 

relaunch campaign and if yes, which pattern supports the relaunch campaign the 

best? 

Regarding SQ1, the question for a relation between the usage of certain media channels 

and the perceived success of relaunch campaigns could be answered for several 

combinations. However, the correlations were quite ambiguous thus an identification of the 

most recommendable ones was rather difficult. As the discussion in chapter 5.5 shows, the 

proven relation with the magazine usage within the non-durable goods category is the most 

conclusive one. Additionally, the application the TV and online advertisement appears to 

be recommendable for the relaunch of durable goods. 

The question of SQ2, about the influence of the message strategy on the success of 

relaunch campaigns, was examined separately for the credibility source and the message 

appeal. Concerning the first aspect, the question for a correlation between certain 

credibility sources and the success of relaunch campaigns can particularly be answered for 

the durable goods industry. This is because the alternative previous version was only used 

from these respondents and the other alternative did not show any significant result for the 

non-durable data sets. Since the correlations of the brand and manufacturer credibility 

source shows positive and negative correlations, an overall recommendation of a certain 

credibility source is not appropriate. However, the actual trend of rather using the firms 

and brands name instead of mentioning the previous version can be taken into 
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consideration for the future decision. Furthermore, the fact that the link to the previous 

version only shows negative success correlations, whereas the brand and manufacturer link 

indicate a positive and negative correlation leads to the assumption, that latter alternative 

might be relatively more appropriate.   

When it comes to the decision of an emotional or informational appeal, the data showed no 

correlation between the two choices and the success of the relaunch campaign. As 

mentioned before, the actual handling in practice was analyzed and could therefore give 

the clear hint that the emotional appeal is clearly more frequently used within the non-

durable goods industry. The results of the responses from durable good firms show a quite 

equal application of the two alternatives, and does therefore not allow a clear implication 

like for the non-durable goods industry. However, the clear practice pattern in the non-

durable goods industry can give a hint for good experiences with this handling. 

Last but not least, the question about the connection between advertising scheduling 

patterns and the success of relaunch campaigns, stated in SQ3, must be clearly answered 

with an absence of a relation within both product categories. Even the examination of the 

frequency distribution could not identify a clear trend which alternative is mostly used and 

could be seen as more adequate.  

As an overall conclusion of the single sub-questions, the main research question can be 

answered positively. Except the scheduling pattern, the single alternatives of the different 

advertising strategy aspects can be described as influential for the success of product 

relaunch campaigns. This assumption is justified either by the existence of correlations, 

positive and negative ones, or by clear identifiable practice patterns within the respective 

industries.  

As has been mentioned in the single discussions of the results, a possible reason for the 

absence of some identifiable patterns might be that the examined groups, namely durable 

and non-durable goods, are quite inhomogeneous. As a consequence, predetermining and 

highly relevant circumstances, which result from the certain product category and the 

individual firm, could not be taken into consideration. However these circumstances could 

cause quite specific requirements and possibilities concerning the relaunch communication. 

For example, is the available budget crucial for the choice of the media channels and the 

communication intensity pattern during the relaunch period. The extent of the need for 

explanation of the product itself further influences not only the media channel but also the 

choice of the message appeal. And the level of brand awareness finally determines if the 

linkage to the brand has a higher or lower influence on the success of the campaign.  

As can be seen from the few examples above, there are several more aspects that might be 

taken into consideration when groups of firms are defined in order to examine their 

advertising behavior. This leads to the limitations of this work, what will be considered in 

the next chapter.  

6.2 Theoretical reflection 
Concerning theoretical insights for the issues of advertising for product relaunch 

campaigns, the conversations with the firms on the phone and via Email, and reviewing the 

collected data were especially valuable.  

Regarding the first situation, the contact with the responding firm revealed that the term 

relaunch is used quite differently in practice, what makes it absolute necessary to explain 
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the researched issue as precisely as any possible. It seems that there are some differences 

between the definition of the relaunch, related to the extension of existing product life 

cycles, and the actual practical term usage. While, from the mentioned theoretical point of 

view, a relaunch simply means the introduction of an existing product in a modified 

version which replaces the old version, the practical understandings differ quite much. Just 

as many models mention different marketing tools in this context, see Gaubinger (2009) 

and Tomczak, Reinecke and Kaetzke (2000), the interviewed people had quite different 

ideas of what a product relaunch describes. The opinions actually reflected several 

different theoretical models which mention terms like variations, modifications, extensions 

/ differentiations, facelift, product care and revitalization. Interestingly, the respondents 

took different criteria into consideration for describing the case of a product relaunch. 

Some assumed that a previous product must have been taken off the market for a while 

before it could be introduced again. Others related the relaunch to the possible change 

aspects, and excluded for example the brand relaunch categorically from the modification. 

During these argumentations, it became also clear that defining the limitations of a product 

relaunch in terms of extending a product life cycle is quite a balancing act and hard to 

generalize. For example, the boarder between an old and a new product is rather an 

individual understanding. If a “new product”, in terms of a launch, starts with a new name, 

a certain degree of functional changes or simply with the change of the production line is a 

quite subjective issue. The present work defined it with the replacement of an old product 

with the focus on rather superficial changes on the product and packaging level. This 

understanding was explained with an example of a facelift in the car industry, where the 

basic technical elements stay the same and the change focus lies on the development of the 

exterior and interior. 

As conclusion of this experience, it is to say that first the researched relaunch situation 

must be clearly defined and explained. Second and this relates to the practical reflection, 

once again the discussion came up with the subjective perception of the relaunch of 

modified products. Just as firms themselves see this issue quite differently, the perception 

of modified products from a consumer’s point of view should be taken into consideration, 

as well. 

A rather formal issue that arose during the examination of the data is the structure of the 

questionnaire. Especially in the case of the success factors media strategy and message 

credibility it became hard to identify which of the selected answers are actually responsible 

for the perceived goal achievement. This might be caused by the fact that the respondents 

could choose several options. For further research it might be recommendable to rather ask 

for the focused medium or credibility source, so a relation to the success can be created 

more clearly. 

Finally, it is to say that the chosen quantitative research strategy conducted by a survey 

revealed some interesting insights. However, the data collection turned out to be quite 

difficult since the actual promoted product relaunches are predominantly implemented by 

large firms and concerns, which either follow strict privacy regulations or do not have the 

resources to participate in external studies. Consequently, the response rate of small and 

medium sized enterprises, which indicated to have implemented a product relaunch in the 

used definition, was remarkable higher than the response rate from bigger companies. 

Since the understanding of the researched relaunch situation also varied quite much 

between the industries, further research might specialize on industry common practices 

instead of discovering rather broad patterns. Moreover, a combination of quantitative and 
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qualitative research strategies and the usage of different data collection methods could help 

to avoid issues that have been experienced in this work. Since this work tried to find out 

the impact of certain advertising decisions on the perceived success, a direct survey was 

the preferred choice. However, a case study of well-known successful relaunch cases, like 

the cases mentioned in the introduction, could reveal some insights about the success 

factors of large companies, as well. Based on these insights, a rather qualitative research 

about the consumer’s perception of relaunches in certain industries could give final hints, 

how the potential of the relaunch of modified products can be communicated as effective 

as possible.  

6.3. Limitations and Future Research  
Since the product categories durable and non-durable are a rather brought classification, 

the participating firms serve quite different kinds of needs and desires. This work tried to 

figure out some patterns that are applicable for them on the base of rather superficial 

characteristics. After the results show just a partial success of this approach, it would be 

interesting to conduct a study about this theme taking more detailed firm and industry 

characteristics into consideration. One attempt could be to focus on one specific industry 

like soft drink manufacturer and analyze the advertising behavior for different levels of 

brand awareness, budget expenditures and other characteristics.  

Another limiting fact, which was caused by given resources like time and scope of the 

work, is the exclusive focus on advertising within the communication mix. This limitation 

became quite clear during the review of the responses when several participants mentioned 

further communication tools like fairs, POS material and sales personnel. However, for this 

aspect also applies the recommendation to focus on specific tools within further research, 

since the area of communication is tremendously brought. Related to this, a more detailed 

analysis of the online communication, including more options than classical advertisement, 

could be of interest, as well, since several respondents mentioned Social media channels 

and webpages in the open category “other” in the used media section.  

Moreover, the constantly negative correlations of the linkage to the previous version and 

the perceived campaign success raises the question, why referring to changed and usually 

improved, attributes is associated with a lower success of the relaunch. Therefore, a further 

research field might be to analyze how the “newness” is communicated and how the 

customer actually perceives it.  

And finally, the general point of view could be changed for further research. This idea 

bases on the result that the linkage to previous versions of a product does not contribute to 

the success of the relaunch campaign. This fact leads to the assumption that a direct 

comparison with the old product might cause less attractiveness of the new one due to a 

small extent of the applied change. Since the innovativeness or extent of change is 

something rather subjective, it might be of interest to approach the relaunch theme from 

the consumer point of view. This would then lead into the qualitative research and might 

point out some important insights how consumers actually perceive the relaunch of 

modified products. This approach has been applied for the general area of product 

extensions so far and could be used for the area of product modification, as well.  
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Appendix 
Appendix 1: The Nielson-Cox Recycle (Polli and Cook, 1969, p.387) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2: Aufgabenorientierter Ansatz (task-oriented approach), following 

Tomczak, Reinecke, Kaetzke, 2000, in Albers and Hermann (p.473)
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Appendix 3: Strategische Stoßrichtungen der Produktpolitik (strategic directions in 

the product policy) (following Gaubinger, 2009)
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Appendix 4: A summary of media characteristics (following Fill, 2002, p. 536) 

Media 

types Strengths Weaknesses 

NP wide reach short life span 

  high  coverage advertisement get little exposure 

  low costs relatively poor reproduction, poor impact 

  very flexible low attention getting properties 

  short lead times   

  speed of consumption   

  controlled by reader   

Magazines 

high quality reproduction 

which allows high impact long lead times 

  

specific and specialized 

target audience visual dimension only 

  high leadership levels slow build-up of impact 

  longevity moderate costs 

  

high levels of information 

can be delivered   

TV 

Flexible format, uses sight, 

movement and sound high level of repetition necessary 

  high prestige short message life 

  high reach high absolute costs 

  mass coverage clutter 

  

low relative costs so very 

efficient increasing level of fragmentation 

Radio selective audience lacks impact 

  low costs audio dimension only 

  flexible difficult to get audience attention 

  can involve listener low prestige 

Outdoor high reach poor image 

  high frequency long production time 

  low relative costs difficult to measure 

  

good coverage as a support 

medium   

  location oriented   

Transport high length of exposure poor coverage 

  low costs segment specific prestige 

  local oriented clutter 

Instore 

POP 

high attention getting 

properties segment specific 

  persuasive prone to damage and confusion 

  low costs clutter 

  flexible   
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Appendix 5: The three levels of product, Kotler, Armstrong, Harris, Piercy (2013, 

p.240) 

 

 

Appendix 6: Scheduling item pictures, following Zielske (1959, p. 13) 
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Appendix 7: Weekly percentages of housewifes who could remember the advertising, 

Zielske (1959, p. 13) 
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Self-completion questionnaire German 

Herzlich Willkommen zur Umfrage, schön dass Sie teilnehmen! 

Ich führe diese Umfrage im Rahmen meiner Master Thesis im  Masterprogramm 

„Strategic Management“ der Universität Halmstad, Schweden durch. Es geht dabei um 

strategische Entscheidungsfelder der klassischen Werbung  und ihren Einfluss auf den 

Kampagnenerfolg. Da die Kommunikation für die Einführung neuer Konsumgüter 

bereits vielfacht untersucht wurde, bezieht sich diese Umfrage speziell auf die Werbung 

während der Produkt-Wiedereinführung.  

Falls Sie an den Studienergebnissen und den daraus abgeleiteten Erfolgsfaktoren für die 

Werbestrategie für den Produkt Relaunch interessiert sind, geben Sie am Ende der 

Umfrage bitte die Email Adresse an, an die die Ergebnisse gesendet werden sollen. 

Produkt-Wiedereinführung, oder Produkt Relaunch, bedeutet in diesem Fall, dass ein 

bereits am Markt bestehendes Produkt durch eine modifizierte Version ersetzt wird. Ein 

komplett neues Modell, wie beispielsweise das Ablösen des VW Golf 6 durch den 

Nachfolger VW Golf 7, zählt in dieser Erhebung nicht als Produkt Relaunch.  

Unter dem Begriff der Verbrauchsgüter werden in dieser Studie Produkte geführt, die 

während des Konsums verbraucht werden, wie beispielweise Kosmetikartikel. 

Demgegenüber fallen unter Gebrauchsgüter Produkte, die für den kontinuierlichen 

Gebrauch geeignet sind, zum Beispiel Spielzeug. 

Der Zeitaufwand für das Beantworten der Fragen beträgt durchschnittlich höchstens 10 

Minuten. 

Die darauf folgende Thesis richtet sich nach den ethischen Richtlinien der Wissenschaft, 

was bedeutet dass Ihre Informationen und Kontaktdaten streng vertraulich behandelt 

werden. Die Ergebnisse werden in aggregierten Zahlen veröffentlicht, wodurch die 

einzelnen Antworten nicht ersichtlich sind. Lediglich der Produkt- und Herstellername 

(freiwillige Information) werden im Umfragen Teilnehmer Teil der Thesis erscheinen. 

Nun bedanke ich mich schon mal für Ihre Zeit und wünsche Ihnen noch einen schönen 

Tag. Bei Fragen stehe ich Ihnen gerne unter der unten angegeben Email Adresse zur 

Verfügung. 

Mit freundlichen Grüßen 

Julia Bissdorf 

julia.bissdorf@gmail.com 
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Bitte geben Sie den Produktnamen an. (Freiwillig) 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Bitte geben Sie den Hersteller an. (Freiwillig) 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

In welchem Land wurde das Produkt wieder eingeführt? 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

In welchem Jahr  wurde das Produkt wieder eingeführt? 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Bitte geben Sie an, ob es sich um ein Gebrauchsgut oder ein Verbrauchsgut handelt.  
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Bitte wählen Sie die passende Produktkategorie.  
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.       

Bitte geben Sie an, wie sehr die folgenden Kriterien verändert wurden 

 

 

Bitte wählen Sie aus, welche Medien während der Relaunch Kampagne genutzt wurden. 

(Mehrere Antworten möglich) 
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   Bitte wählen Sie den Schwerpunkt der Relaunch Message aus.  

                                                                                          

 

Bitte wählen Sie aus, welche der Elemente kommuniziert wurden um Interesse und 

Vertrauen zu wecken.  

(Mehrere Antworten möglich) 
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Bitte wählen Sie aus, welche der Aussagen den Verlauf der Kommunikations- Intensität 

am besten beschreibt. 

.  
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Bitte bewerten Sie, inwieweit die gesetzten Ziele der folgenden Kennzahlen erreicht 

wurden. 
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 Herzlichen Dank für Ihre Teilnahme! 

 

Ihre Angaben werden nun weitergeleitet und ausgewertet. 

Gerne sende ich Ihnen die Studienergebnisse zu, tragen Sie dazu bitte unten die 

gewünschte Emailadresse ein. 

Bei Fragen stehe ich Ihnen auch weiterhin gerne zur Verfügung. 

Mit freundlichen Grüßen 

Julia Bissdorf 

julia.bissdorf@gmail.com 

 

Emailadresse 

___________________________________________ 
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Self-completion questionnaire Swedish 

Framgångsfaktorer Product Relaunch 

Hej och välkommen till denna enkät, ert deltagande är mycket uppskattat. 

Denna enkät genomförs som den del av min magister-uppsats inom strategisk ledning 

på Högskolan i Halmstad. Fokus läggs på strategiska beslutsområden gällande klassisk 

marknadsföring och dess påverkan på kampanjens resultat. Eftersom kommunikation 

rörande lanseringen av konsumtionsvaror är ett välstuderat ämne sen innan kommer 

denna studie att fokusera på marknadsföringen rörande återlanseringen av produkter.  

Om ni är intresserade av studiens resultat kan ni ange er mail-ladress i slutet på enkäten 

så skickar ut en kopia.  

I denna enkät syftar återlansering av produkten eller återintroduktion av produkten på 

att en redan existerande produkt byts ut till en modifierad version. Dock är inte 

introduktionen av en helt ny modell som t ex att VW Golf 6 ersätts av VW Golf 7 en del 

av denna studie. Dagligvaror är definierade som produkter som används och 

konsumeras samtidigt, som tex. kosmetika, medan förbrukningsvaror är varor som kan 

användas upprepade gånger över en längre tid, t ex leksaker. 

Enkäten tar i genomsnitt mindre än tio minuter att genomföra och alla  person och 

kontaktuppgifter är helt anonyma. Endast svaret på den frivilliga frågan gällande namn 

på produkt och tillverkare kommer att omnämnas i uppsatsen.  

Avslutningsvis vill jag tacka för din tid och önska er en fantastisk dag. Kontakta mig 

gärna via e-post adress nedan om det uppstår några frågor.  

Med vänlig hälsning 

Julia Bissdorf 

julia.bissdorf@gmail.com 
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Vänligen ange produktnamn. (Frivilligt) 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Vänligen ange tillverkaren. (Frivilligt) 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

I vilket land var produkten relanserad? 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Vilket år var produkten relanserad? 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Vänligen ange om produkten är kapitalvaroreller icke konsumtionsvaror.  
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Vänligen ange produktkategorien.  
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Vänligen bedöm till vilken utsträckning produktegenskaper har förändrats. 

 

 

Vänligen välj media som användes för att kommunicera använd realiserad. 

(Flera svar möjligheter) 
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Vänligen ange fokuset för nylanserad budskap. 

                                                                                         

 

Vilka av följande komponenter genomfördes för att skapa medvetenhet och pålitlighet? 

(Flera svar möjligheter) 

 

                                                       

Välj vilken reklam attityd beskriver nylanseringens kommunikation bäst  
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Vänligen bedöm till vilken utsträckning produktens nylanseringen uppfyllt följande mål 

för projektet. 
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Tack! 

 

Tack sa mycket för ditt deltagande I denna studie! 

Era svar kommer nu att behandlas. 

Omm ni är interesserade av studiens resultat skickar jag gärna över dessa när studien är 

färdig. Kontakta mig gärna om ni har några frågor.  

Med vänliga hälsningar 

 

Julia Bissdorf 

 

julia.bissdorf@gmail.com 

 

e-post adress 

___________________________________________ 
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Self-completion questionnaire- English 

 

Success factors of product relaunches 

Hello and welcome to the survey, I am glad you participate! 

I conduct this survey for my Master thesis within the masters program “Strategic 

Management”, at Halmstad University, Sweden. It is about the strategic decision areas 

of classic advertising and its influence on the relaunch success.  

In case you are interested in the study findings and the resulting success factors for the 

advertising strategy of product relaunches, please give the preferred Email address at 

the end of the survey so I can send them to you. 

Within this survey, product relaunch, or the product re-introduction, means the 

substitution of an already existing product through a modified version. However, the 

introduction of a complete new model like the replacement of VW Golf 6 by VW Golf 7 

is not part of this definition.  

Further, non-durable goods are defined as products that are consumed during the use 

(e.g. cosmetics), whereas durable goods are items which rather endure to be used 

repeatedly over an extended period (e.g. toys).  

On the average, the completion of the survey takes less than 10 minutes. 

The thesis follows ethical guidelines for research. This means that your information and 

contact details will be treated in strict confidence.  All results will be presented in 

aggregate numbers and individual answers will not be displayed. Product- and 

manufacturer name (which is voluntary information) will be mentioned within the 

survey participant part of the thesis. 

I would like to thank you for your time and wish you a wonderful day. In case of any 

questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via the Email stated below.   

Best regards 

Julia Bissdorf 

Julia.bissdorf@gmail.com 
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Please give the product name. (Obligatory) 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Please give the manufacturer. (Obligatory) 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

In which year was the product relaunched? 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

In which country was the product relaunched? 

___________________________________________ 

 

 

Please specify  if the product is a durable or non-durable good. 
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Please specify the product category. 
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Pease rate the extent to which the following product attributes were changed. 

 

 

 

Please select the media that were used for the relaunch communication.                                            

(Multiple answers possible) 
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Please select the main focus of the relaunch message.           

                                                                                         

 

Please select which elements were implemented to create awareness and 

trustworthiness.  

(Multiple answers possible)         

                                                       

 

Please select the advertising pattern that best describes the relaunch communication 
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Please rate the extent to which the product relaunch met the following targets for the 

project.           
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Done! 

 

Thank you very much for your participation! 

Your data will be processed now. 

If you wish, I would like to send you the study results. Therefore, please type in the 

target email below. 

For any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Best regards 

Julia Bissdorf 

julia.bissdorf@gmail.com 

 

Email address to which I wish to receive the results 

___________________________________________ 
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